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 Neuroengineering has advanced tremendously over the past decade, but for 
sensory prosthetics and similar applications, it remains an extraordinary challenge to 
access neurons at the single cell resolution of most sensory encoding theories. In 
particular, if each neuron is “tuned” to particular stimulus features, then eliciting a target 
percept requires activating only neurons tuned to that percept and not others.  However, 
most available technology is underactuated, with orders of magnitude fewer independent 
control inputs than neural degrees of freedom, possibly limiting its effectiveness given 
the inherent trade-off of resolution with network size. Here I analyze controllability for 
pairs of neurons receiving a common input. In particular, I extend previous work on the 
deterministic control problem to include stochastic membrane dynamics, treating both 
cases as a bifurcation problem in the noise parameter. I determine controllable regions in 
parameter space using a combination of mathematical analysis and numerical solution of 
stochastic differential and Fokker-Planck equations. I explain how boundaries between 
these regions change with noise level, and connect to the dynamical mechanisms by 
which controllability is lost. I show that in stochastic systems, in contrast to deterministic 
systems, expanding the allowable input space to include exponential ramps expands the 
		 vii 
parameter range over which neuron pairs are controllable. I also describe an alternative 
controllability definition using only mean spike times, as compared to the probability 
distribution of spiking within prespecified time intervals. These results could guide future 
control strategies in the development of sensory neuroprosthetics and other neurocontrol 
application. 
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CHAPTER ONE-Background of neuronal underactuated control 	
1.1 Importance of underactuation and spike timing in neurocontrol design 
The neuronal action potential is generally seen as the primary unit of information 
processing [1]. Neurons interact with each other in complicated ways, and generate spike 
patterns with often complicated connections to behavior. Artificially modifying neural 
activity, or neurostimulation, plays an important role in elucidating mechanisms in 
normal and pathological neural circuits, it especially has enormous applicability in Brain-
Machine Interface (BMI) and smart prosthetics [2, 3, 4, 5]. In [3], through experiments 
with nonhuman primates, they have developed approaches to intuitively convey sensory 
information that is critical for object manipulation, information about contact locations, 
pressure, and timing through intra-cortical microstimulation of primary somatosensory 
cortex. Similar approaches also show promising results of human test [2]. 
 
In this dissertation, I focus on invasive stimulation, including electrical and optical 
methods. The majority of neurostimulation applications employ electrical stimulation [3, 
2], including currently available clinical devices. Although optogenetic stimulation and 
recording [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] has been growing quickly over the last decade, the largest 
obstacle to implement clinical application is that gene therapy are required to introduce 
the optogenetic methods, which are currently unproven for human use [12]. However, the 
ability to restrict stimulation to genetically targeted cell populations has propelled 
optogenetic stimulation to a dominant position in animal models [6], and improvements 
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in control design for such studies could be important in both preclinical and basic science 
applications. 
 
In most electrical approaches, a distant electrode supplies the current return path and 
ground potential. Intracellular stimulation [13] uses an electrode penetrating the cell 
membrane and contacting the cytoplasm directly. Although intracellular stimulation 
provides the ability to change the membrane potential arbitrarily, and record the 
subthreshold potential, it is not suitable for most clinical applications, or in animal studies 
with physical restraints, since sensitive mechanical contact between the electrode and cell 
is required during the whole process, and this contact can be easily disrupted by very 
small tissue movement. Therefore, almost all clinical applications use extracellular 
electrodes [14], where the electrodes are placed near neurons of interest. General 
discussion of extracellular stimulation and recording can be found in [15].   
 
One major issue that extracellular stimulation techniques face is a high neuron-to-
actuator ratio. By actuator we mean an independent channel of stimulation. For example, 
MEMS fabricated electrode arrays typically span 1-2 mm, and while there could be 
hundreds to thousands of independent channels of stimulation [6], within the volume they 
cover, there may be millions of neurons, yielding a neuron-to-actuator ratio of at least 
1000 to 1. Other probe designs may produce smaller ratios, but then the total circuit size 
is limited by physical (e.g. wiring) constraints to small numbers of neurons. The neuron-
to-actuator ratio and neural ensemble size together capture the important design concept 
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of stimulator density, not in terms of tissue volume, but rather “fraction” of a neural 
circuit. During stimulation, the electrode imposes a non-uniform electric field that 
influences all neurons in the neighborhood of its tip, making selective stimulation of 
subset of neurons difficult to impossible, although current steering techniques with 
multiple contacts provide some improvement [16], but do not fundamentally alter the 
electrode-neuron coupling mechanism. In this dissertation, I focus on cases where the 
desired neural control resolution is higher than the actuator resolution, which as described 
above is likely a common concern in many clinical and animal settings.  
 
A major issue extracellular recordings has is that they generally are unable to resolve 
subthreshold changes in membrane potential, and are limited to the detection of the 
timing of action potentials [15] [17]. Also, extracellular electrode can easily result in a 
persistent ambiguity as to which neuron is being recorded when multiple neurons are 
nearby. Although it is common to introduce closed-loop/feedback design for noisy 
system [18], given such extracellular constraints, open loop designs [19] are more 
feasible for this application. 
 
Most current neuron control techniques are open loop, and build upon a binary 
stimulation state (On or Off). Examples include deep brain stimulation (DBS) as a 
treatment for Parkinson’s disease [20, 21, 22], and cochlear implants to restore hearing 
[23, 24, 25]. While use of these systems will include calibration stages that change 
waveform parameters, typically with a clinician in the loop, once “good” parameters are 
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selected, the control design itself is highly limited. However, the complexity of neuronal 
networks implies that timing of spikes plays an essential role in function and behavior 
[26, 27, 28]. So a central question is, can we use neurostimulation techniques to control 
the dynamics of spike in more complicated patterns that are similar to naturally observed 
neuronal activity? This problem can be framed in the context of systems and control 
theory. Given a model for neuronal activity, we can study the extent to which spike 
dynamics can be manipulated overall (“controllability”), and which inputs achieve a 
desired spike pattern (“design”). Taking the high neuron-to-actuator ratio issue into 
consideration, I formulate the control problem by limiting the stimulation to 
underactuated inputs. 
 
A parallel and distinct research area has studied how external input changes the ensemble 
dynamics of large groups of neurons [29, 30, 31, 32]. In [32], control and network 
theories are used to offer a mechanistic explanation for how the brain moves between 
cognitive states drawn from the network organization of white matter microstructure. 
There are also control designs proposed to drive neuron oscillators to certain 
synchronized spiking patterns [33, 34, 35, 36, 37]. A pathological synchronization of 
neurons in the basal ganglia cortical loop is thought to be a factor contributing to 
Parkinson’s Disease [38, 39], and a number of desynchronizing control of neuronal 
oscillator network studies have been proposed [40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45]. An important 
distinction between these results and the work in this dissertation is that here I focus on 
specific multi-neuron spike patterns, at a higher level of specificity than the “bulk” 
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synchronization or desynchronization typical of studies of oscillatory ensembles. 
 
Classical system and control theory has been previously applied to the control of spiking 
in single neurons [46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51]. In [50], the single neuron spike timing control 
problem is framed using a statistical model, and an optimal stimulus is calculated through 
maximizing the likelihood function dependent on the target spike train, under 
implementation constrains (e.g. stimulation power). In [51], a stochastic optimal control 
problem is solved for a single leaky integrate and fire neuron with a focus of precise 
spike time control. The work in this dissertation concentrates on the challenge of spike 
time control with underactuated systems, which these papers did not address. Notably, 
[46] introduced controllability definitions and control strategies for neuronal populations 
with underactuated stimulation constraints, though their analysis was limited to 
deterministic systems. A high level review of relevant neurocontrol problems is presented 
in [17]. 	  
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1.2 The Leaky Integrate-and-Fire neuronal model 
Hodgkin and Huxley model [52] opens up the field of mathematical modeling of neuron. 
However, its explanatory power comes at the cost of analytical and numerical tractability, 
especially when formulating larger networks of neurons. After the Hodgkin and Huxley 
model, several models have been formulated that preserve many of its dynamical 
characteristics but with lower dimension and overall equation complexity [53, 54]. 
 
Most published results (see summary above), and also the approach here, rely heavily on 
a highly simplified but well known and useful neural model, the Leaky Integrate-and-Fire 
neuron (LIF) [1]. For two noisy, uncoupled neurons receiving a common (underactuated) 
input, the LIF model is 
+,-.,/,-0,/ 1 = 2−𝛼5 00 −𝛼67 89.90: + 8<.<0: 𝑢(𝑡) + 𝜎 8B.B0:     (1.1) 
Here, 𝑉D, 𝑖 = 1,2 is the membrane potential; 𝛼D, 𝛽D, relate to the (normalized) membrane 
resistance and membrane capacitance respectively; and 𝜀D are standard Gaussian white 
noises scaled by an intensity 𝜎. For simplicity, we assume the two neurons have the same 
noise intensity. Whenever either voltage hits a predetermined threshold, 𝑉D = 𝑉JK , a 
‘spike’ is recorded, and the membrane potential is reset to 𝑉LMNJ. We choose normalized 
units so that 𝑉JK = 1 and 𝑉LMNJ = 0 throughout the dissertation. This choice of input form 
corresponds to current, as opposed to conductance, input, though for conductances with a 
suitably high reversal potential (e.g. Channelrhodopsin2 stimulation) relative to 
threshold, the differences in controls should be small, as the “driving force” 𝐸LMP − 𝑉 will 
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remain roughly constant.  
 
Equation 1.1 describes subthreshold membrane potential dynamics, with the external 
reset mechanism providing a simplified effect of action potential non-linearity. The 
control consists of the selection of the input function 𝑢(𝑡) to produce a desired set of 
spike sequences or times, defined next. 
  
1.3 Spike sequence control results in the deterministic case 
I now summarize several definitions related to spike control used in previous work, as 
reviewed in [55]. These definitions were formed in the zero-noise case (𝜎 = 0), and will 
be modified in the next chapter for application to stochastic neurons. However, the 
fundamental ideas can be fixed clearly in the simpler deterministic setting. 
 
Definition 1.1 (Spike Sequence): In a population of N neurons, an M-spike sequence is a 
vector 𝑆 = 	 [𝑠5, 𝑠6, … , 𝑠V]    (1.2) 
where 𝑠D ∈ {1,2, … ,𝑁} indicates the neuron which produces the 𝑖JK spike in the sequence. 
 
Definition 1.2 (Spike Pattern): In a population of N neurons, an M-spike pattern is a 
sequence with associated timing, i.e., 𝑆𝑃 = 	 [(𝑠5, 𝑡5), (𝑠6, 𝑡6),… , (𝑠V, 𝑡V)]    (1.3) 
where 𝑠D ∈ {1,2, … ,𝑁} indicates the neuron which produces the 𝑖JK spike at time 𝑡D > 0, 
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where 𝑡5 < 𝑡6 < ⋯ < 𝑡V .  
 
As discussed in [46], when considering spike sequences and patterns, the traditional 
pathwise definition of controllability, that all multineuronal voltage trajectories are 
achievable through some input choice, is likely to be unnecessarily strong. Instead, I 
allow for weaker notions of controllability dependent only on (extracellularly observable) 
spike trains: 
 
Definition 1.3: We say that a population of neuron is sequence controllable if all spike 
sequences can be achieved via an appropriate choice of 𝑢(𝑡). A population is pattern 
controllable if all spike patterns can be achieved via some input choice. 
 
The definitions of spike sequence or pattern controllability differ from full controllability 
in that the complete state trajectory (of 𝑉D(𝑡)) need not be specified. In neuronal 
populations, when spikes are the key entities, full state specification may be too strict a 
condition. Moreover, in the applications I consider, the subthreshold potential is 
unobserved, further lowering its interest as a control target. 
 
Following [46], I consider pairwise control of spike sequences first. Assume a pair of 
neurons has heterogeneous parameters, 𝛼5 ≠ 𝛼6, 𝛽5 ≠ 𝛽6. If we insert a long silent 
duration between each spike, where the input is off, to allow both membrane potentials to 
decay to 𝑉LMNJ, then we convert the spike sequence control problem to spike order control, 
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that is, choosing two different inputs 𝑢(𝑡) that respectively make either neuron spike 
first, starting from rest. Note that it is still possible to achieve pattern controllability with 
this strategy, if all desired interspike intervals are at least as long as the minimally 
necessary silent period. Thus underactuated pattern control may be achievable with this 
simple strategy, at the expense of some constraints on feasible timing. However, this 
approach is not optimal (see [56] for extensions to time optimal control). The definition is 
in the following: 
 
Definition 1.4 (Pairwise Spike Order Control): Consider a pair of neurons, labeled 
{Neuron 1, Neuron 2}. If there exists a non-negative input 𝑢(𝑡) ≥ 0, 𝑡 ∈ [0, 𝑇] such that 𝑉5, 𝑉6 satisfy the following conditions, c∃	0 ≤ 𝜏 ≤ 𝑇,								𝑠. 𝑡.								𝑉5(𝜏) = 𝑉JK∀	0 ≤ 𝜏 ≤ 𝑇, 						𝑉6(𝜏) < 𝑉JK	     (1.4) 
then we say 𝑢(𝑡) makes Neuron 1 spike first. Similarly, we define a 𝑢(𝑡) that makes 
Neuron 2 spike first when it exists. If inputs exist for both orderings, we say the pair is 
spike order controllable. 
 
In the following, I summarize pairwise spike order controllability in the deterministic 
situation, summarizing [46, 55, 56]. By reducing the control problem to single spike 
intervals, I assume the initial condition 
c𝑉5(𝑡 = 0) = 𝑉LMNJ𝑉6(𝑡 = 0) = 𝑉LMNJ,    (1.5) 
throughout the dissertation when discussing deterministic systems (in the stochastic case, 
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the initial condition is a 2D Gaussian distribution centered at rest, with variance  h06i. This 
choice is the steady state distribution for zero input, which is the natural analogue of 
“rest”). I everywhere constrain the input to be non-negative. 
 
A necessary condition for pairwise sequence controllability is shown to be  i.ji0<.j<0 > 0    (1.6) 
When this condition is violated, there is no choice of (positive) input such that the leakier 
(higher 𝛼) neuron’s membrane potential will ‘cross’ the other neuron’s potential from 
below, thus blocking that neuron from ever reaching threshold without also producing a 
spike in the other neuron. A sufficient condition for pairwise sequence control (without 
loss of generality, we can choose indices so that 𝛼5 < 𝛼6) is shown to be i.<. < i0<0 ,				𝛼5 < 𝛼6    (1.7) 
The proofs are found in [46, 55]. For a neuron pair satisfying both Equation 1.6 and 1.7, 
we can always choose two single square pulse inputs (positive constant 𝑢(𝑡) over a 
specified duration) to achieve the two spike orders.  
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1.4 Overview of the dissertation 
In this dissertation, I expand the above analysis of underactuated controllability of spike 
timing (using neurostimulation methods such as current injection or optogenetic 
activation, as common in real-world, systems level applications) to the case of neurons 
with stochastic dynamics.  The primary contribution of this work is to elucidate pairwise 
underactuated neuron controllability in stochastic settings, by framing the problem as a 
bifurcation from the deterministic setting, with noise as the bifurcation parameter. 
 
Chapter 2 discusses stochastic controllability using a simple input strategy: single pulse 
inputs. I introduce a definition of stochastic controllability using probabilistic criteria, 
and delineate a pairwise controllability map (over parameter space) using a brute force 
numerical approach based on Fokker-Planck equations. I discuss the differences between 
stochastic and deterministic controllability results. I then analytically derive approximate 
stochastic controllability boundary equations, based on simplifications of the threshold 
crossing process, and compare these analytic boundaries to the results found through 
brute force numerical search. In particular, the analytic approach clarifies how boundaries 
shift with changing noise levels, and provides an organizing framework of the different 
ways controllability can be lost. As a second numerical approach, I justify our density 
analysis through large scale solution of stochastic differential equations to find individual 
realizations of the membrane potentials. These results allow me to consider timing more 
directly, as compared to the probability of spiking within the stimulus duration as in the 
earlier numerical results. 
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Chapter 3 expands the input space to include ramping inputs, that can restore 
controllability for a subset of single-pulse-uncontrollable neuron pairs. As mean exit time 
distributions are another prominent form of analyzing stochastic systems, in Chapter 4, I 
redefine stochastic controllability based solely on mean exit times, and provide an 
analysis across parameters. I conclude that mean exit time is a coarse measurement of 
spike dynamics, compared to the above analysis of probability of spiking. That is, I find it 
is insufficient to know only which neuron “spikes first” on average in order to achieve 




CHAPTER TWO-Delineate underactuated pairwise stochastic controllability using 
single-pulse inputs 	
2.1 Definition of pairwise stochastic controllability 
In this section, I define pairwise stochastic controllability for uncoupled neurons, and 
highlight differences with deterministic definitions. In the stochastic case, a probability 
threshold is applied for at least one spike, but the target neuron is allowed to spike 
multiple times. I use the Fokker-Planck (FP) equation to find the “survival probability” of 
a noisy LIF neuron (that is, the probability that the neuron remains entirely subthreshold), 
and use this survival probability to define control criteria. 
 
Throughout this chapter, I limit the space of inputs 𝑢 to single-pulse inputs, with a 
positive strength 𝑆 and duration 𝐷 (I will relax this assumption in Chapter 3). Combined 
with the assumption that both neurons start from their resting distribution, that is, treating 
spike sequence control as the spike order control problem, it is therefore sufficient to 
consider the probability of spiking during positive constant inputs. It is necessary that the 
input duration be chosen long enough to produce target spiking, but also short enough to 
limit non-target spiking. In connection with Definition 1.4, the deterministic pairwise 
spike order control problem, we first define its stochastic analogue by the following, 
 
Definition 2.1(Pairwise Stochastic Controllability): Consider an uncoupled pair of 
neurons, labeled {Neuron 1, Neuron 2}, receiving a common input 𝑢(𝑡). Given a 
threshold, 0 < 𝑃JK < 1, and (deterministic or stochastic) initial conditions for both 
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neurons, 𝑣m5, 𝑣m6 < 𝑉JK, if there are two nonnegative inputs, 𝑢5(𝑡), 𝑡 ∈ [0,𝐷5]; 𝑢6(𝜏), 𝜏 ∈[0,𝐷6],	such that, 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏(𝑁𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜𝑛	1	𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑠|𝑢5)	w1 − 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏(𝑁𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜𝑛	2	𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑠|𝑢5)x ≥ 𝑃JK     (2.1) 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏(𝑁𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜𝑛	2	𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑠|𝑢6)	w1 − 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏(𝑁𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜𝑛	1	𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑠|𝑢6)x ≥ 𝑃JK    (2.2) 
 
where 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏{… } means the probability of at least one spike occurring before the end of 
the input duration (𝐷5 or 𝐷6 ), then we say Neuron 1, Neuron 2 are pairwise 
stochastically controllable. 
 
Similar to Definition 1.4, the actual spike time in Definition 2.1 is unimportant, however, 
there are a couple of distinctions. First, a probabilistic threshold 𝑃JK is used, instead of a 
strict criterion on exactly one neuron hitting 𝑉JK . It is possible, for example, to 
compensate for an increase in non-target spiking by an even larger increase in target 
spiking while maintaining the same value of the criterion function. Conversely, one input 
may perform better than another by either reducing non-target or increasing target 
spiking. Note, however, that since probabilities are limited within zero and one, the 
inequality on the product also enforces that each individual term must meet the 
probabilistic threshold. That is, both the probability of target spiking and the probability 
against non-target spiking individually must be greater than 𝑃JK. Second, in Definition 
1.4, the target neuron is meant to spike once, while in Definition 2.1, 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏{… } is the 
probability that the neuron spikes at least once before the end of input. This definition 
facilitates the use of the survival densities found through direct solution, rather than 
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having to find pathwise probabilities of threshold crossing. However, I expect for most of 
the inputs under consideration (short pulses, constrained to prevent excessive non-target 
spiking) that the probability of multiple target spikes remains low, and in practice the 
difference in outcomes should be small.  
 
For a pair of noisy leaky integrate-and-fire (LIF) neurons stated in Equation 1.1, one can 
find the individual probability density functions (PDFs) 𝑓(𝑣D, 𝑡) of their membrane 
potentials 𝑉D by solving the Fokker-Planck equation [57] z{zJ = h06 z0{zP|0 	− 	 zzP| [(−𝛼D𝑣D + 𝛽D𝑢)𝑓]     (2.3) 
with an absorbing boundary condition that takes neurons out of the pool at their first 
spike: 𝑓(𝑣D, 𝑡) = 0	𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑛	𝑣D = 𝑉JK     (2.4) 
Given this boundary condition, 𝑓 will tend to zero over time, and represents the density 
of those realizations that have never spiked. As such, one can define the survival 
probability 𝐺 of Neuron i at time 𝑡 (given the initial condition 𝑣m and input 𝑢), as 𝐺(𝑡) = ∫ 𝑓(𝑣D, 𝑡)9/j 𝑑𝑣D    (2.5) 
If at 𝑡 = 0, a spike just occurred and membrane potential is reset to 𝑣(, 𝐺(𝑡) is the 
probability that there is no spike during (0, 𝑡], and 1 − 𝐺(𝑡) is the probability that there 
has been at least one spike during (0, 𝑡]. Incorporating the survival probability 𝐺(𝑡) into 




Definition 2.2 (Pairwise Stochastic Controllability using Survival Functions): Consider 
an uncoupled pair of neurons, labeled {Neuron 1, Neuron 2}, receiving a common input 𝑢(𝑡). Given a threshold, 0 < 𝑃JK < 1, and (deterministic or stochastic) initial conditions 
for both neurons, 𝑣m5, 𝑣m6 < 𝑉JK, if there are two nonnegative inputs, 𝑢5(𝑡), 𝑡 ∈[0,𝐷5]; 𝑢6(𝜏), 𝜏 ∈ [0,𝐷6],	such that, w1 − 𝐺5(𝐷5)x	𝐺6(𝐷5) ≥ 𝑃JK    (2.6) w1 − 𝐺6(𝐷6)x	𝐺5(𝐷6) ≥ 𝑃JK    (2.7) 
where 𝐺5 and 𝐺6 are respective survival probabilities for Neuron 1 and Neuron 2, then we 
say independent noisy LIF Neuron 1, Neuron 2 are underactuated pairwise stochastic 
controllable. 
 
A major difference between deterministic and stochastic pairwise controllability is that  
an additional parameter is introduced in the probability threshold 𝑃JK. The deterministic 
controllability definition can be thought of as the special case 𝑃JK = 1, but I now accept 
“imperfect” control. Since the survival probability of a stochastic LIF neuron will never 
strictly equal 0 or 1 under any nonnegative input, stochastic controllability is a priori 
impossible if we apply 𝑃JK = 1 under noise. Conversely, taking 𝑃JK ≈ 0 suggests that 
nearly all neuron pairs are stochastically controllable, which is also meaningless. One 
should therefore choose a “high” value such that the control problem remains feasible for 
a large set of neuron pairs. I set 𝑃JK = 0.9 throughout most of the dissertation, but discuss 
how varying 𝑃JK around 0.9 would change the stochastic controllability in later sections. 
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2.2 Brute force calculation of pair-wise controllable parameters 
 
In this section, I describe a simple numerical approach to find neuron parameters (𝛼 and 𝛽, for fixed levels of 𝜎) of pairwise controllable (stochastic) neuron pairs using single-
pulse inputs. Unsurprisingly, stochastic controllable regions are a subset of corresponding 
regions for the deterministic case. An issue with the numerical results is that only a finite 
number of single pulse inputs can be tested at a fixed point in parameter space, but the 
range of inputs necessary to achieve pairwise control can vary widely across those 
parameters. As such, these computationally determined controllable regions are expected 
to be a conservative (subset) measure of the true controllable regions. I assess the 
importance of this issue by extending the input space (to a larger range of strengths and 
durations), and show that pairwise controllable regions expand only slightly for a 
significant increase in simulation time. Thus with the caveat that the naïve algorithm 
using a modified grid search is computationally inefficient if precise boundaries are 
needed, this result suggests the approach is still useful, which I further demonstrate by 
looking at changes in controllable parameter extents at different 𝑃JK values near 0.9. 
 
I first simplify the analysis by re-scaling the Equation 1.1 with the substitutions: ?̂? = 𝛼5𝑡 	𝛼6 = 𝛼6 𝛼5⁄  	𝛽6 = 𝛽6 𝛽5⁄  
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𝑢 = 𝛽5𝛼5 𝑢 𝜎 = 𝜎 𝛼5⁄  
to yield dynamical equations 
9.J = −𝑉5 + 𝑢 + 𝜎𝜀5    (2.8) 90J = −	𝛼6𝑉6 + 	𝛽6𝑢 + 𝜎𝜀6    (2.9) 
(recall 𝜀5	𝜀6 are independent standard Gaussian white noises). As in the previous section, 
we can consider 𝑢 to be nonnegative constant for solving the spike ordering problem. In 
essence, Neuron 1 is declared to be a “nominal neuron” with fixed unit parameters. The 
search is then limited to 	𝛼6	𝛽6 to find other neurons controllable with Neuron 1. Note 
that here no assumptions are made as to relative sizes of the parameters for the two 
neurons, and the selection of Neuron 1 is arbitrary. 
 
Since it is one-dimensional in space, it is straightforward to apply the standard centered 
finite difference Crank-Nicholson scheme to step in time [58]. 
 
The search algorithm proceeds as follows: at a fixed noise level, 𝜎, I iterate over a fixed 
increment grid of 	𝛼6 and	𝛽6 within the respective ranges [0, 𝛼6] and 0, 𝛽6. I use 
two different grids in separate computations: one grid surrounds the nominal neuron and 
captures the full range of behaviors, and a second higher resolution grid covers the 0 < 𝛼6 < 1, 0 < 	𝛽6 < 1 region, for better visualization. At each parameter point, I 
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iterate over a Strength-Duration pool, generating single-pulse inputs with input strength 𝑢 
from [𝑆D: 𝑑𝑆:	𝑆] and input duration 𝑇 from [𝐷D: 𝑑𝐷:	𝐷]. 
 
I can skip some 	𝛼6 and	𝛽6 analysis, if Neuron 2 (𝛼6D , 𝛽6D ) always spike when Neuron 1 is 
the target (only Equation 2.7 is met), then I can skip analyzing 	𝛼6 ≤ 𝛼6D , 	𝛽6 ≥ 𝛽6D , 
because these Neuron 2 are even more likely to spike. Similarly, if Neuron 1 always 
spike if Neuron 2 (𝛼6, 𝛽6) is the target (only Equation 2.6 is met), I can skip analyzing 	𝛼6 ≥ 𝛼6, 	𝛽6 ≤ 𝛽6 since they are even less likely to spike. 
 
In the deterministic case, it is not possible for the non-target neuron to spike once 
stimulation is turned off. However, in the stochastic case, we expect non-target neurons 
to be at elevated (subthreshold) potentials at stimulus termination, such that noise might 
still produce a non-target spike before the neuron has decayed fully to rest. In order to 
check for spikes from the non-target neuron after stimulation, I add a “silence period” 
(the input is off) to every input and continue the Fokker-Plank simulation throughout this 
period. 
 
For each parameter point	𝛼6	𝛽6, I calculate the two probabilistic criteria 𝐺5 and 𝐺6 in 
Definition 2.2 (Equations 2.6 and 2.7) at every point in the Strength-Duration pool, at the 
end of the solution period (including silence). I place the parameter point into one of four 
categories: 
 (1) Only Equation 2.6 is met, so only Neuron 1 can spike alone. 
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 (2) Only Equation 2.7 is met, so only Neuron 2 can spike alone. 
 (3) Both Equation 2.6 and 2.7 are met, Neuron 1 and Neuron 2 are stochastically 
pairwise controllable. 





Figure 2.1. Pairwise stochastic underactuated controllability map for noise level 𝝈" = 𝟎.𝟐. 
(A). Large scale map for 𝜶"𝟐 ∈ [𝟎. 𝟐: 𝟎. 𝟏: 𝟓],𝜷𝟐 ∈ [𝟎. 𝟐: 𝟎. 𝟏: 𝟓] (B). Higher resolution map in 
lower left corner, with 𝜶"𝟐 ∈ [𝟎. 𝟎𝟐:𝟎. 𝟎𝟐:𝟏], 𝜷𝟐 ∈ [𝟎.𝟎𝟐:𝟎. 𝟎𝟐:𝟏].The color code is the same 
for both panels: The nominal neuron is shown as a black dot at coordinates [𝟏, 𝟏]. Blue dots 
mark fully controllable pairs. Yellow dots mark pairs where only Neuron 2 can spike alone. 
Red dots mark pairs where only Neuron 1 can spike alone. Green dots mark totally 
uncontrollable pairs. Black lines mark controllability boundaries for the deterministic case. 
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Figure 2.1 shows the results for one choice of 𝜎. The solid black lines surround the 
pairwise controllable regions in the deterministic case (see Equations 1.6 and 1.7), 
consisting of upward and downward wedges extending from the nominal neuron [46] 
[56]. The stochastic pairwise controllable regions (blue dots) cover only a subset of these 
deterministically controllable regions. Moreover, compared to the upper right (	𝛼6 >1, 	𝛽6 > 1) quadrant, the loss of controllability in the (	𝛼6 ≤ 1, 	𝛽6 ≤ 1) quadrant appears 
more substantial. 
 
To the left side (red dots) of the pairwise controllable region, only when Neuron 1 is the 
target can an input meet criterion (Equation 2.6). In this region, Neuron 2 is not 
sufficiently responsive to inputs, as 	𝛽6 is small, so it becomes impossible to induce 
Neuron 2 spiking without also decreasing the probability of Neuron 1 silence below 
threshold. To the right side (yellow dots) of the pairwise controllable region, the situation 
is reversed, with only Neuron 2 possible as a successful target. Both of these outcomes 
have analogues in the deterministic case. However, when Neuron 2 is near Neuron 1 
(green dots), a novel situation arises, where neither neuron can spike alone. In the 
deterministic case, the only “totally uncontrollable” point (where it is impossible to make 
either neuron spike alone) is for two identical neurons, but with noise, this totally 
uncontrollable region expands to have positive diameter. I will discuss the stochastic 




There is an important caveat to Figure 2.1, that it is not a fully accurate stochastic 
pairwise controllability map under noise 𝜎 = 0.2 and 𝑃JK = 0.9. The strength-duration 
pool consists of only a subset of single-pulse inputs, and is not adapted to each (𝛼, 𝛽) 
point, so may miss inputs that in fact meet the criteria in Definition 2.2. This bias is 
conservative, in that it will only make a mistake in the direction of falsely declaring a 
controllable pair uncontrollable. The pairwise controllable region shown in Figure 2.1 
should therefore be only a subset of the real one, with improving accuracy of the 
numerical result as the strength-duration pool is enlarged.  
 
Parameters of the Strength-Duration pool I used above are 𝑆D = 0.1, 	𝑆 =12, 	𝐷D = 0.1, 	𝐷 = 15 , and 𝑑𝑆 = 𝑑𝐷 = 0.1. The pool is defined for input 
parameters 𝑢, 𝑇 normalized by Neuron 1 parameters, but we can convert back to non-
normalized parameters to find 𝑢D = 0.1 i.<. , 𝑢 = 12i.<. , 𝑇D = 0.1/𝛼5, 𝑇 =15/𝛼5, 𝑑𝑢 = 0.1 i.<. and 𝑑𝑇 = 0.1/𝛼5. These ranges correspond to steady-state (average) 
Neuron 1 potentials from 1/10 to 12 times the threshold, and durations from 1/10 to 15 
times the Neuron 1 time constant. I now expand the pool by doubling the range and using 












Figure 2.2: Stochastic pairwise controllability map with extended SD search pool. (A, C) are 
copied from Figure 2.1. (B) Updated controllability map with extended SD search pool, 𝜶"𝟐, 𝜷𝟐 ∈ [𝟎.𝟐: 𝟎. 𝟏: 𝟓]. (D) Updated controllability map with extended SD search pool, 𝜶"𝟐, 𝜷𝟐 ∈ [𝟎.𝟎𝟐:𝟎. 𝟎𝟐:𝟏]. 𝝈" = 𝟎.𝟐 in all panels. 
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The new controllability map (over the same (𝛼, 𝛽) range) is shown in Figure 2.2. For 
comparison, Figure 2.1 is copied in Figure 2.2. Consistent with the expected bias, the 
pairwise controllable region (blue dots) extends further outward, and the size of the 
totally uncontrollable region (green dots) around 	𝛼6 = 1, 	𝛽6 = 1 decreases. The 
computation time increased dramatically with the expanded pool. It took more than 100 
hours to compute Figure 2.2 B and D, which is nearly 8 times the original computation 
time. However, the regions calculated by the two pools show similar shapes, with limited 
change in extent. 
 
As such, for analyses where it is sufficient to find the general shape of regions, and some 
conservative bias is tolerable, using the smaller pool is an acceptable trade-off for 
computation speed.  I will now use this pool to examine how the choice of stochastic 


















Figure 2.3. Stochastic pairwise controllability maps at (A,D) 𝑷𝒕𝒉 = 𝟎.𝟖𝟓, (B,E) 𝑷𝒕𝒉 = 𝟎.𝟗, 
copied from Figure 2.1. (C,F)	𝑷𝒕𝒉 = 𝟎.𝟗𝟓.   
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Figure 2.3 shows controllability maps at 𝑃JK = 0.85, 0.9, and	0.95, computed using 
identical methods to the above. As the criterion is made more strict, from 𝑃JK = 0.85 (A 
and D) to 𝑃JK = 0.95, (C and F), the pairwise controllable region shrinks, and the totally 
uncontrollable region grows. The extent of change appears larger in the lower left 
quadrant 	𝛼6 < 1, 	𝛽6 < 1, than in the upper right 	𝛼6 > 1, 	𝛽6 > 1. A possible reason for 
this result is that the noisy LIF neuron membrane potential has larger standard deviation 
(for a given noise level) if it has smaller leak constant 𝛼. So under the same noise 
intensity, Neuron 2 with smaller	𝛼6 is more easily perturbed by noise and harder to 
control. However, the limitation of the strength-duration pool must be kept in mind, so 
while the qualitative picture should hold, the exact values at which controllability is lost 
are likely not accurate. 
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2.3 Interpretation of deterministic and stochastic controllability boundaries 
 
In this section, I more precisely define and examine boundaries of controllability. The 
boundaries “move inward” in the stochastic case, representing the loss of controllability 
of neuron pairs near the deterministic boundaries. I qualitatively explain the reasons for 
this loss of controllability. 
 
I first define pairwise stochastic controllability boundaries based on the probabilistic 
criteria from Definition 2.2, Equations 2.6 and 2.7. The definition makes extensive use of 
monotonicity, in the sense that when a certain parameter point is known not to 
correspond to a controllable pair then, depending on the category as described in the 
previous section, all points with either lower or higher 𝛽6 (respectively, to the “left” or 
the “right”) will have the same property.   
 
Definition 2.3 (Pairwise Stochastic Controllability Boundaries): Assume the same 
hypotheses as Definition 2.2. For each	𝛼6, if there is a 𝛽6ª such that for all 𝛽6 ∈ 0, 𝛽6ª 
(𝛽6ª is the largest nonnegative value among all qualified candidates), there is a 
nonnegative single-pulse input 𝑢5 for which the following holds, w1 − 𝐺5(𝑇5)x	𝐺6(𝑇5) ≥ 𝑃JK     
then (	𝛼6, 𝛽6ª) is called a point on the Right-Hand Side (RHS) boundary (that is, these 
points determine the limit of where it is possible to reach criterion with Neuron 1 as 
target). For each 	𝛼6, if there is a 𝛽6« such that for all 	𝛽6 ∈ [𝛽6«, ∞) (𝛽6« is the smallest 
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nonnegative value among all qualified candidates), there is a nonnegative single-pulse 
input 𝑢6 for which the following holds, 𝐺5(𝑇6)	(1 − 𝐺6(𝑇6)) ≥ 𝑃JK     
then (	𝛼6, 𝛽6«) is called a point on the Left-Hand Side (LHS) boundary. (that is, these 
points determine the limit of where it is possible to reach criterion with Neuron 2 as 
target). 
 
Note Definition 2.3 uses normalized parameters. To connect the definition with the 
numerical controllability map (Figure 2.1), fix a sufficiently large	𝛼6 > 1. that some 
points at that parameter are blue. At	𝛽6 = 0 only the nominal neuron, Neuron 1, can spike 
alone, meaning the criterion (1 − 𝐺5)	𝐺6 ≥ 𝑃JK is met for some input (this is the red 
region). Once 	𝛽6 increases to 𝛽6«, Neuron 2 becomes sufficiently responsive to input that 
it also can spike alone, as (1 − 𝐺6)	𝐺5 ≥ 𝑃JK is met by a proper input selection. As 	𝛽6 
continues to increase (now through the blue region), Neuron 2 spikes more easily, 
until	𝛽6 > 𝛽6ª, at which point Neuron 2 is so much more sensitive to input than Neuron 1 
that only (1 − 𝐺6)	𝐺5 ≥ 𝑃JK can be met, starting the yellow region. 
 
At an	𝛼6 for which 𝛽6« > 𝛽6ª, any Neuron 2 with parameter	𝛽6 ∈ w𝛽6ª, 𝛽6«x will be totally 
uncontrollable with Neuron 1 (green dots). Basing the argument on the crossing of these 
two boundary curves makes explicit something apparent in the original maps: at each 
level of 	𝛼6, the existence of a controllable region is mutually exclusive with existence of 
a region of total uncontrollability. However, for lower	𝛼6, the boundaries can again cross, 
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Figure 2.4: Pairwise stochastic controllability boundaries. Dotted blue curve: LHS 
boundary. Dotted red curve: RHS boundary.  
 
In Figure 2.4, I extract the pairwise stochastic controllability boundaries from the 
numerical map (the colors of the boundary curves have no relation to the pixel colors in 
Figure 2.1), and include straight lines (black) that form the deterministic boundaries. The 
LHS controllability boundary in the deterministic case is defined by [46] and Chapter 1. 




















­	𝛽6 = 	𝛼6, 	𝛼6 ≤ 1	𝛽6 = 1, 	𝛼6 > 1     (2.10) 
The corresponding RHS boundary is defined by 
­ 	𝛽6 = 1, 	𝛼6 ≤ 1	𝛽6 = 	𝛼6, 	𝛼6 > 1    (2.11) 
Note that while the boundary of the controllable region could be described more simply 
as the union of the diagonal 𝛼 = 𝛽 and a vertical line at 𝛽 = 1, the decomposition into 
two “kinked” LHS and RHS pieces preserves information about the manor by which 
controllability changes as the boundary is crossed. Note also that the deterministic 
boundaries are open (neuron pairs residing on the boundaries are not controllable). 
 
As shown in Figure 2.4, the LHS and RHS boundaries move in opposite directions as 
noise is introduced. In particular, with zero noise the kinks in the two curves coincide at 
the nominal neuron, (𝛼, 𝛽) = (1,1). Once noise is introduced, the LHS curve moves 
down to the right, and the RHS curve moves up to the left, so that the nominal neuron 
becomes enveloped. This process is what leads to the formation of the totally 
uncontrollable region. 
 
One reason the boundary shifts occur is that noise creates a “danger zone” near 𝑉JK  for 
the non-target neuron, where its membrane potential can be “dragged” above 𝑉JK  even if 
its mean potential remains subthreshold. The longer the duration of positive input 
stimulation the lower the non-target neuron’s survival probability becomes, and in the 
vicinity of the deterministic boundaries, the required inputs that achieve pairwise control 
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become “unrealistic” as either impulses or of infinitely long duration. Recall also that 
limitations on the input space produce some inaccuracy of the numerically computed 
boundaries, so the inward shifts at a given noise level may not be as far from the 
analytically computed deterministic boundaries as appears in Figure 2.4. 
 
The kinks in the boundary curves indicate a change of input strategy. For example, in the 
deterministic case, if Neuron 2 is close to the LHS boundary and	𝛼6 ≤ 1, in order to 
make it spike before Neuron 1, the input should be a small strength, long duration pulse. 
The required input changes to an impulse for 	𝛼6 > 1. In the deterministic case, the 
change points on the LHS and RHS boundaries coincide at 	𝛼6 = 1, 	𝛽6 = 1. However, 
they split apart under noise. 
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2.4 Analytic approximation of controllability boundaries 
 
The previous sections relied heavily on computational assessment of controllability 
boundaries. While the methods were exact in principle, numerical limitations introduced 
errors that are difficult to quantify, and that could be simply resolved but at the expense 
of much greater computation time. In this section, I find an approximate but analytical 
expression for the survival probability using the Gaussian cumulative distribution 
function, and use this expression to derive the stochastic controllability boundaries. I 
compare the characteristics of the analytic boundaries to those from the numerical 
approach. Because these approximations are continuous at zero noise, I argue they should 
be close to the true boundaries at small noise levels. 
 
In order to get analytic expressions for the stochastic boundaries in Definition 2.3, the 
key component is an analytic expression of the survival probability 𝐺. However, because 
of the absorbing boundary condition associated with the Fokker-Planck equation 
(Equations 2.3 and 2.4), the probability density 𝑓(𝑣, 𝑡) is not Gaussian, and lacks a 
known, closed analytical form [57]. The absorbing boundary removes realizations that 
cross threshold. While the individual paths would be reset, I count only the first spike, 
and do not track whether subsequent spikes also occur, so that the reset dynamics can be 




As an approximate alternative, one can instead determine what fraction of paths would be 
above threshold (in the absence of an absorbing boundary) at the end of the input pulse. 
All such paths correspond to a neuron that would spike at least once, but the fraction will 
underestimate total spiking, by not keeping track of paths that passed threshold before the 
end of the stimulus, and then fell below. For the IAF model and positive pulses 
considered here, the set of such paths should be small except at high noise or for long 
duration pulses. 
 
Figure 2.5. Survival probability approximated by one minus the upper tail of the Gaussian 
density of membrane potentials, which obey an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. 
 
Figure 2.5 illustrates the idea by showing a sample path (solid black curve) of a noisy LIF 
neuron. Its membrane potential at each time obeys a Gaussian density. At some time 𝑡5, 
which one could imagine is the time of stimulus offset, the density is shown as a blue 
curve on the left. The survival probability is approximated by the probability mass below 
threshold, which equals one minus the shaded area of the upper tail. I set up this 
approximation explicitly in the following assumptions. 
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Assumption 2.1: The true solution 𝑓(𝑣, 𝑡) to the IAF Fokker-Planck equation can be 
approximated by 𝑓®(𝑣, 𝑡), the solution without the absorbing boundary condition, which is 
equivalent to low-pass filtered Brownian motion, also known as an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck 
process [57]. 
 
For input 𝑢 a nonnegative constant, and Gaussian initial condition Ν(𝑣m, 𝜎DDJ), standard 
methods show 𝑓®(𝑣, 𝑡) is a Gaussian density [57] with mean 𝜇± = <²i (1 − 𝑒jiJ)    (2.12) 
and variance 𝜎±6 = h06i + (𝜎DDJ6 − h06i)𝑒j6iJ     (2.13) 
If we assume inter-spike intervals are sufficiently long for both neurons to return to their 
resting state after stimulation (note 𝑢 = 0 during this time), then when the next input 
arrives, the initial condition should have the steady state parameters, 𝑣m = 𝑉LMNJ = 0 and 
𝜎DDJ = ³h06i, so the variance during the input becomes  𝜎±6 = 𝜎DDJ6 = h06i    (2.14) 
In particular, the variance is a constant.  
 
Assumption 2.2: Defining the cumulative distribution function for 𝑓®(𝑣, 𝑡) as 𝐹µ(𝑣, 𝑡), the 




𝐺µ(𝑡) = 𝐹µ(𝑉JK, 𝑡)    (2.15) 
 
I use the approximated survival probability 𝐺µ(𝑡) in place of the true 𝐺(𝑡) in Definition 
2.3 to find analytic expressions of stochastic controllability boundaries in the following. 
If we apply Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 to Definition 2.3, the probabilistic criteria become 81 − 𝐹µ5(𝑉JK, 𝑇5):𝐹µ6(𝑉JK, 𝑇5) ≥ 𝑃JK     (2.16) 81 − 𝐹µ6(𝑉JK, 𝑇6): 𝐹µ5(𝑉JK, 𝑇6) ≥ 𝑃JK    (2.17) 
where 𝐹µ5, 𝐹µ6 are cumulative distributions corresponding to 𝑓®5, 𝑓®6 respectively. At the 
boundaries, I make a simplifying assumption that target Neuron i and non-target Neuron j 
contribute equally to the product, and look for when equality holds (since that is the 
boundary case), that is, 81 − 𝐹µD(𝑉JK, 𝑇D): = 𝑃JK					(𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡)    (2.18) 𝐹µ(𝑉JK, 𝑇D) = 𝑃JK						(𝑛𝑜𝑛 − 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡)    (2.19) 
Using that 𝐹µD	, 𝐹µ are Gaussian distributions and, for my probability threshold choice of 
0.9, that 𝑃JK ≈ 0.95, Equation 2.18 and 2.19 can be rewritten as 𝜇±D − 1.64𝜎±D = 𝑉JK	(𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡)    (2.20) 𝜇± + 1.64𝜎± = 𝑉JK	(𝑛𝑜𝑛 − 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡)    (2.21) 𝜇±D, 𝜇±, 𝜎±D, 𝜎± are the means and standard deviations defined after Assumption 2.1. The 
coefficient in front of the standard deviation comes from the 5% (one-sided) tail. For 
notational simplicity, I define  ΔD = 1.64𝜎±D    (2.22) 
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and use ΔD instead in the following. 
 
For concreteness, I first consider the approximated analytic expression for the LHS 
boundary, on which Neuron 2 is the target, and Neuron 1 (the nominal neuron) is the non-
target. To find the boundary in the	𝛼6, 𝛽6	plane, Equations 2.20 and 2.21 must hold. 
Recall Neuron 1 is the nominal neuron, with constant unitary parameters after rescaling. I 
therefore start by finding the strength and duration for an input 𝑢 such that Neuron 1 
satisfies Equation 2.21; this solution depends only on the noise level, and not neural 
parameters 𝛼 and 𝛽. I then find those parameters of Neuron 2 that satisfy Equation 2.20 
with the same input 𝑢, to define the boundary curve.  
 
In the deterministic case, the two inputs used for selective control can be chosen as nearly 
impulsive (large strength and small duration) and a “slow” pulse (small strength and long 
duration) [46]. Motivated by this case, and the similarity of pulse types found by the 
numerical search in the previous sections, I adopt a similar strategy to perform analysis in 
the stochastic case. 
 
Consider first the limit of short pulses of duration 𝑇 ≪ 1. Taking Taylor expansions in 
the path means, Equations 2.12, and rewriting the constant standard deviation, yields 
𝜇±5 ≈ 𝑢𝑇    and    𝜎±5 = ³h"06  
Note that these equations are in normalized units, so 	𝛼5 = 	𝛽5 = 1 by construction. If 
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Neuron 1 is the non-target, Equation 2.21 requires 𝑉JK = 𝜇±5 + Δ5 =	 𝑢𝑇 + 1.16𝜎 
The constant 1.16 comes from the adjusted coefficient 5.»¼√6 . The input thus satisfies 
𝑢 = 𝑉JK − 1.16𝜎𝑇 	 
Plugging this input into the expression for Neuron 2, Equation 2.20, yields 𝑉JK = 𝜇±6 − Δ6 = 	𝛽6𝑢𝑇 − 1.16 h"	i"0   
which, solved for 	𝛼6, 	𝛽6 becomes 
	𝛽6 = 9/¾5.5» ¿"	À"09/j5.5»h"     (2.23) 
Equation 2.23 defines a boundary equation when the input is the properly scaled impulse. 
Applying this input to a Neuron 2 with any	𝛼6 > 0  and 	𝛽6 satisfying Equation 2.23 
should producing selective spiking with Neuron 1 activity meeting the non-target 
criterion. When 𝜎 = 0, Equation 2.23 becomes 	𝛽6 = 1, which coincides with the vertical 
line in the deterministic case. However, in the region 𝛼6 < 1, 𝛽6 < 1, this impulse is not 
a good choice to make Neuron 2 spike alone; instead, a small strength-long duration input 
is. 
 
If the input duration is long enough, then from Equation 2.12, the mean approaches its 
stationary value, 𝜇±NJJ = <i 𝑢	(and the variance is constant), so applying a long duration 
input to non-target Neuron 1, using Equation 2.21 requires  𝑉JK = 𝜇±5 + Δ5 = 𝑢 + 1.16𝜎 
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and the input is 𝑢 = 𝑉JK − 1.16𝜎 
Plugging this input into the expression for Neuron 2, Equation 2.20, yields 
𝑉JK = 𝜇±6 − Δ6 = 	𝛽6𝑢	𝛼6 − 1.16 𝜎	𝛼6 
which, solved for 	𝛼6, 	𝛽6 becomes 
𝛽6 = 	𝛼6 9/¾5.5» ¿"	À"09/j5.5»h"     (2.24) 
Equation 2.24 defines another boundary equation for the long duration input strategy. 
When 𝜎 = 0, Equation 2.24 becomes 𝛽6 = 𝛼6, which again coincides with the 
deterministic case. Note also that this analysis suggests the noise level should be bounded 
by 𝑉JK − 1.16𝜎 > 0 for the approximation by single-time Gaussian distributions to 
remain valid. 
 
Comparing the approximated analytic LHS boundary equations, Equation 2.23 and 2.24, 
to the deterministic ones, Equation 2.10, they have a similar product structure: in the 
lower left corner (𝛽6 < 1, 	𝛼6 < 1), we can write 𝛽6 = 	𝛼6𝑀, where 𝑀 = 1 for the 
deterministic case, while 𝑀 = 9/¾5.5» ¿"	À"09/j5.5»h" > 1 for the stochastic case. Writing the 
boundary as this product emphasizes that the approximated LHS boundary is on the right 
of the deterministic boundary (that is, the controllable region is smaller). This structure 
also holds for upper right region (𝛽6 > 1, 	𝛼6 > 1), where 𝛽6 = 𝑀. We can find where 
these two LHS segments intersect, which indicates the kink location, via 
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	𝛼6 𝑉JK + 1.16 𝜎	𝛼6𝑉JK − 1.16𝜎 = 𝑉JK + 1.16
𝜎	𝛼6𝑉JK − 1.16𝜎  
The solution is 
	𝛼6 = 1,				𝛽6 = 𝑉JK + 1.16𝜎𝑉JK − 1.16𝜎 
connecting the kink location to the change of input strategy. 
 
Now I apply the same methodology to derive the approximate analytic RHS boundary, on 
which Neuron 1 is the target neuron and Neuron 2 is the non-target. The RHS boundary 
can be expressed as 
𝑁 = 9/j5.5» ¿"	À"09/¾5.5»h" , 						𝑉JK − 1.16 h"	i"0 > 0    (2.25) 	𝛽6 = 𝑁,							0 < 	𝛼6 < 1    (2.26) 	𝛽6 = 𝛼6𝑁, 									𝛼6 ≥ 1     (2.27) 
The kink location is at 	𝛼6 = 1, 𝛽6 = 9/j5.5»h"9/¾5.5»h" . If Neuron 2 is on the left hand side of the 
RHS boundary, then Neuron 1 can spike alone using nonnegative constant input. 
 
Comparing the approximated RHS stochastic boundaries, Equation 2.25 to 2.27, to the 
deterministic ones, Equation 2.11, the approximated boundaries again have similar 




2.5 Noise adjusted symmetry of boundaries about the nominal neuron 
 
Because parameter rescaling does not change controllability, knowing the boundary 
equations in the 𝛼6 ≥ 1 region allows one to calculate reciprocal boundaries (LHS to 
RHS, and vice versa) in the 𝛼6 < 1 region, by changing which neuron is labeled as the 
nominal neuron without changing which neuron is the target. This arbitrary labeling 
enforces a symmetry which one can check against the approximated boundaries just 
derived. However, there is a technical detail in that the apparent noise level depends on 
the choice of nominal neuron. In this subsection, I demonstrate this symmetry, and use it 
to clarify the interpretation of the boundary equations from the previous subsection. 
 
Assume without loss of generality that 𝛼5 < 𝛼6, and that the neuron pair is 
deterministically controllable (so	𝛽5 < 𝛽6). Choosing Neuron 1 as the nominal neuron, 
yields rescaled parameters 𝛼6 > 1, 𝛽6 > 1, 𝛼5 = 1, 𝛽5 = 1, and 𝜎 = 𝜎 √𝛼5⁄ . 
Alternatively, choosing Neuron 2 as the nominal neuron yields normalized parameters 
(note the inverted hat) 𝛼Â5 = 1 𝛼6Ã , 𝛽Ä5 = 1 𝛽6Ã , 𝛼Â6 = 1, 𝛽Ä6 = 1, and 𝜎Â = 𝜎 𝛼6Å . Thus to 
convert a boundary curve in the 𝛼6 ≥ 1 region to one in the 𝛼6 < 1 region requires 
adjusting the normalized noise 𝜎Â to 𝜎𝛼6 and then inverting 𝛼6, 𝛽6.  
 
The approximate boundaries, Equation 2.23 to 2.27, obey this symmetric relation. The 
LHS boundary equation in the 𝛼6 ≥ 1 region is 
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	𝛽6 = 9/¾5.5» ¿"	À"09/j5.5»h" . 
Changing 𝜎 to 𝜎𝛼6, and then inverting both 𝛼6, 𝛽6 yields 1	𝛽6 = 𝑉JK + 1.16𝜎𝑉JK − 1.16𝜎³ 1𝛼6 
or 
	𝛽6 = 𝑉JK − 1.16 𝜎	𝛼6𝑉JK + 1.16𝜎  
This equation is identical to that for the RHS boundary in the lower left corner, Equation 
2.26. 
 
The other boundary pair can be shown to be symmetric following essentially identical 
steps. That the approximations obey the symmetry bolsters their validity, despite their 
non-rigorous derivation. Moreover, the form of the boundary equations is illuminated by 
the symmetry. In particular, the critical 𝛽6 is expressed as a ratio of tail probabilities (the 
upper tail for the non-target neuron, and the lower tail for the target), just one of which 
depends on 𝛼6 through its inverse square root. This term appears precisely to account for 
the apparent noise level that emerges after rescaling. Whether the term appears in the 
numerator or denominator, and with or without a negative sign, follows whether it is the 





2.6 Comparison of analytically approximated and numerical derived boundaries 
In this subsection, I compare the analytic and numerical boundary curves across noise 
levels. Not surprisingly, the fit becomes poorer as noise increases, but the description of 
the numerical regions in terms of the analytic conditions that must hold at their 
boundaries helps explain how noise impairs pairwise controllability, even when the 















Figure 2.6: Numerical and analytical boundary curves at several noise levels. Solid curves: 
analytic boundary curves based on Equation 2.23 to 2.27. Dotted curves: numerical derived 
boundary curves from sections 2.2 and 2.3. Blue curves: LHS boundaries. Red curves: RHS 
boundaries. (A,D): 𝝈" = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟓. (B,E): 𝝈" = 𝟎. 𝟏. (C,F): 𝝈" = 𝟎. 𝟐. Right panels expand the 
lower left regions (below (1,1)) in the left panels. 
























































Using Equations 2.23 to 2.27 to calculate analytic boundaries, Figure 2.6 shows the 
comparison of boundaries at several noise levels. Note that there are no free parameters 
for the curves in this figure; the analytic curves are not fits to the numerical boundaries, 
but a separate method to find the boundaries. The agreement is generally good at the 
lowest noise level, 𝜎 = 0.05. While the agreement degrades for increasing noise levels, 
the qualitative features are similar across all levels. 
 
The analytical curves help explain the change of pairwise controllability in several ways. 
First, in the deterministic case the “kink point” of both boundaries coincide at the 
location of nominal neuron. In the stochastic case, this special point bifurcates into two 
“kink points” that move away from each other as noise increases. This boundary motion 
creates the totally uncontrollable region around the nominal neuron. Second, the analytic 
boundaries move “inward” at all points as noise level increases. That is, the defining 
equations show strictly decreasing controllability for all non-zero noise levels. Third, the 
different shapes of controllable regions in the upper-right (	𝛼6 > 1, 𝛽6 > 1) and lower-
left (	𝛼6 < 1, 𝛽6 < 1) quadrants are well captured, illustrating the partial symmetry that 
follows from noise-adjusted relabeling of the two neurons (as in section 2.5). 		  
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2.7 Pathwise simulation of membrane potentials 	
Up to this point, I have focused on the general picture of controllability across neuron 
parameters, using a simple definition that considers only the probability of at least one 
spike occurring. I have not considered the expected number of spikes from either target 
or non-target neurons, or how close to threshold neurons that do not spike are at the end 
of an input pulse. It was then straightforward to find the required probabilities through 
numerical solution of the joint distribution function from the Fokker-Planck equations 
(sections 2.1, 2.2) or an even simpler approximation using a single-time Gaussian 
distributions at pulse offset (sections 2.3, 2.4). In this subsection, I use “pathwise” 
numerical solution of the stochastic differential equations (SDEs) to provide 
complementary information on the behavior of neuron pairs. 
 
I show example membrane potential traces for fully controllable, partially isolatable, and 
totally uncontrollable neuron pairs. I apply inputs found during the numerical analysis in 
section 2.2 to every controllable neuron pair in the controllability map. I find that 
although neuron pairs near the boundaries show discrepancies with the prior joint density 
analysis, most pairs found to be controllable under the previous analysis do meet the 90% 
criterion. Moreover, by repeatedly solving the SDEs for different noise realizations, I am 
able to consider also how close the pairs are to the criterion, in the sense of estimating the 




I applied the Euler-Maruyama method [58] for numerical solution of stochastic 
differential equations (SDEs). Briefly, the method works by a simple generalization of 
the Euler method for ordinary differential equations to SDEs. See the code provided in 
the Appendix, and [58] for further details. 
 
In Figure 2.7, I show sample traces for four neuron pairs (four different parameter 
choices for Neuron 2 with a fixed choice for Neuron 1) that exhibit the dynamic changes 
underlying loss of controllability. The parameters for Neuron 1 are 𝛼5 = 56Æ	𝑚𝑠j5, 𝛽5 =
556Èm, and for both neurons 𝜎 = 0.04	(𝑚𝑠)j.0. For Neuron 2, the remaining parameters 
varying with panels are: 
(C,D) 𝛼6 = É6Æ 	𝑚𝑠j5, 𝛽6 = 666Èm. This case is fully controllable. 
(E,F) 𝛼6 = É6Æ	𝑚𝑠j5, 𝛽6 = 556Èm. Only Neuron 1 is isolatable. 
(G,H) 𝛼6 = É6Æ	𝑚𝑠j5, 𝛽6 = ÉÉ6Èm. Only Neuron 2 is isolatable. 
(I,J) 𝛼6 = 556Æm 	𝑚𝑠j5, 𝛽6 = 5656Èmm. This case is totally uncontrollable; for every pulse, either 
both neurons spike with superthreshold probability, or neither neuron spikes.  
 
After parameter rescaling, the noise level corresponds to 𝜎 = 0.2, as used in the 
controllability map shown in Figure 2.1. The two inputs in Figure 2.7 A,B were chosen 
by numerical search over the Strength-Duration pool as producing the highest criterion 


























Figure 2.7: Example traces for four neuron pairs illustrating qualitatively different spiking 
outcomes. Panels on the left received an input (A) intended to make Neuron 1 spike, while 
panels on the right received an input (B) intended to make Neuron 2 spike. (C,D) A fully 
controllable neuron pair, 𝜶𝟐 = 𝟑𝟐𝟓	𝒎𝒔j𝟏,𝜷𝟐 = 𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟕𝟎 . (E,F) Only Neuron 1 is isolatable, 𝜶𝟐 =𝟑𝟐𝟓	𝒎𝒔j𝟏,𝜷𝟐 = 𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟕𝟎. (G,H) Only Neuron 2 is isolatable, 𝜶𝟐 = 𝟑𝟐𝟓	𝒎𝒔j𝟏,𝜷𝟐 = 𝟑𝟑𝟐𝟕𝟎. (I,J) A 
totally uncontrollable neuron pair, 𝜶𝟐 = 𝟏𝟏𝟐𝟓𝟎	𝒎𝒔j𝟏,𝜷𝟐 = 𝟏𝟐𝟏𝟐𝟕𝟎𝟎. 
 
Figure 2.8 shows the percentage of “successful” (that is, superthreshold criterion, 
Equations 2.6, 2.7) trials out of 100 SDE simulations, for each controllable neuron pair in 
the previous 𝜎 = 0.2 map, Figure 2.1. I kept the stochastic initial conditions intact. For 
each pair, I picked the two inputs in the original, less sophisticated Strength-Duration 
pool that maximized the criteria Equations 2.6 and 2.7. The distinction between left hand 
and right hand boundaries is evident in the asymmetric drop in success rates at the edges 
of the controllable region (e.g. only the right boundary in Figure 2.8A, when Neuron 1 is 















Figure 2.8: Percentages, shown as color map, of successful spike outcomes in repeated 
simulations of the SDE, for every controllable neuron pair in the 𝝈" = 𝟎. 𝟐 map found from 
the joint density, Figure 2.1. (A,C) Neuron 1 is the target. (B,D) Neuron 2 is the target. 
 
For each input applied to a neuron pair, I placed the spike response into one of five 
categories: 
1). Non-target neuron spikes at least once. 
2). Both non-target and target neuron are silent. 
3). Target neuron spikes once, and non-target neuron is silent. 
4). Target neuron spikes twice, and non-target neuron is silent. 
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5). Target neuron spikes more than twice, and non-target neuron is silent.  
Groups 3 to 5 are considered successful outcomes. 
 
I ran simulations at parameter values used in the 𝜎 = 0.2 map from section 2.2, for which 
the neuron pair was found to be controllable. Because I set 𝑃JK = 0.9, if 90% of the trials 
result in spiking just of the target neuron, I consider the input a successful control. Figure 
2.8 shows the percentage of realizations (in color; white background indicates 
unsimulated parameters) for which numerical solution of the SDE produced successful 
spiking.  Not surprisingly, I found neuron pairs near the boundaries are less likely to meet 
this 90% threshold within a finite sample. In Figure 2.8A, (nominal) Neuron 1 is the 
target, and the success rate drops near the RHS boundary. In Figure 2.8B, Neuron 2 is 
target, the success rate drops near the LHS boundary, with many pairs not meeting the 
90% criteria. Similar descriptions apply to Figure 2.8 panels C and D. Because target 
neurons in Figure 2.8 B and C have larger 𝛼, 𝛽, and i< than non-targets, the inputs are 
large-strength short-duration pulses, and most of the simulation time is within the silent 
period (for example, compare to the right panels in Figure 2.7). I speculate this large 
duration of silence allows incidental non-target neuron spiking. 
 
To further elucidate the behavior of neurons within each control region, I averaged the 
spiking statistics within each group of “controllable” pixels, separately for each panel in 




 Target: Neuron 1 		𝛼6, 𝛽6 ∈ [1,5] 
(Fig. 2.8A) 
Target: Neuron 2 		𝛼6, 𝛽6 ∈ [1,5] 
(Fig 2.8B) 
Target: Neuron 1 		𝛼6, 𝛽6∈ [0.02,1] 
(Fig. 2.8C) 
Target: Neuron 2 		𝛼6, 𝛽6∈ [0.02,1] 
(Fig. 2.8D) 
(1) Non-target 
neuron spikes 0.36% 1.31% 12.04% 2.06% 
(2) Both neurons 
silent 1.04% 0.17% 3.06% 3.10% 
(3) Target neuron 
spikes once 5.36% 98.53% 84.90% 22.88% 
(4) Target neuron 
spikes twice 11.35% 0.00% 0.00% 45.71% 
(5) Target neuron 
spikes more than 
twice 
81.89% 0.00% 0.00% 26.25% 
Table 2.1: Averaged statistics of different spike outcome groups 
 
Looking at the first column, for nearly 82% of trials on average, the target neuron spikes 
more than twice, and the target neuron spikes at least once in 98.6% of trials. This value 
is well above the 𝑃JK = 0.9 criterion, and also the 𝑃JK~0.95 used in the derivation of 
approximate boundaries. The loss of controllability along the LHS boundary is instead 
due mainly to unwanted spikes from the non-target neuron. For neuron pairs not close to 
boundaries, control is generally successful. A similar but more severe issue underlies 
poor controllability when neuron 1 is the target but neuron 2 is to the bottom left, as 
shown in the third column. Although the SDE simulations show quantitative 
disagreement with the prior density analysis for neuron pairs near the boundaries, the 




CHAPTER THREE-Positive ramp inputs restore controllability for a subset of 
single pulse uncontrollable pairs 
3.1 Motivation for the expansion of input class 
Up to this point, this dissertation has defined controllability solely in terms of an input 
space of single pulses. This restriction on inputs is strong but not without motivation. For 
example, single pulses (possibly with an initial “off” period) are time optimal for 
deterministic pairwise control of integrate and fire neurons [56], a special case of the 
more general result that for endpoint control of linear systems (e.g. lacking regularization 
or “energy” constraints), bang-bang inputs are typically time optimal [17]. Moreover, 
integrate and fire neurons are strictly monotonic in their inputs, in the sense that 
increasing the input always increases depolarization rates, so strategies available in some 
more complicated systems, such as pre-pulse inactivation [59], do not apply. Thus, a 
larger input space does not improve controllability in the deterministic case, and it is not 
obvious that stochastic spike control can be improved by expanding the input space. 
However, in this chapter, I develop a positive ramp input strategy that can control a 
subset of neuron pairs that are not controllable with pulsatile inputs. I first motivate the 
ramps by comparison to the deterministic case, and describe the applicability and 
limitation of this strategy. Then I apply this input strategy to single-pulse uncontrollable 




3.2 Derivation of ramp inputs and numerical assessment 
Before applying the ramp strategy, I review the geometric interpretation of deterministic 
pairwise control, that motivates this ramp strategy. First assume labels are chosen so that 
Neuron i and Neuron j satisfy 𝛼D < 𝛼, 𝛽D < 𝛽, and 𝛼D 𝛽DÃ < 𝛼 𝛽Å ; these conditions 
correspond to a deterministically controllable neuron pair [46]. For any constant input 𝑢, 
there is a unique equilibrium vector 𝑉MÏ  for (𝑉D, 𝑉): 
𝑉MÏ = +<| i|Ã<Ð iÐÅ 1 𝑢    (3.1) 
From previous results [46], we can choose the single-pulse input for targeting neuron i to 
have strength 𝛼D 𝛽DÃ < 𝑢 < 𝛼 𝛽Å , and choose strength 𝑢 = 𝑢 ≫ 𝛼 𝛽Å  to target 
neuron j. For these choices, 𝑉MÏ  will traverse a line above the diagonal in the (𝑉D, 𝑉) 
phase plane, and solutions for the two inputs will curve upward, as shown in Figure 3.1. 
In particular, when Neuron j is the target the input is a short duration high amplitude 
pulse, and we cannot lower the deterministic solution below the blue curve, which gives 
the solution for 𝑢 = 𝑢. Without this cap on the input, the linear control problem (for 
example, for time minimal control [56]) tends to select an “impulsive bang” input with 𝑢 → ∞, a biologically unrealistic solution. In experimental applications, some limit 
on input amplitude is imposed, and what matters here is that the limit exists, rather than 





Figure 3.1: Geometric interpretation of deterministic pairwise control using single pulse 
inputs. Dashed gray line: 𝑽𝒆𝒒. Solid red line: 𝑽𝒊, 𝑽𝒋 trace under input with Neuron i as the 
target. Solid blue line: 𝑽𝒊, 𝑽𝒋 trace under input with Neuron j as the target. 
 
In contrast, for the input pulse when 𝑉D is the target the input is a long duration low 
amplitude pulse. The instantaneous equilibrium 𝑉MÏ(𝑢) during the pulse lies to the left of 
the threshold 𝑉 = 1 and above the threshold 𝑉D = 1. The solution curve (red) will thus 
hit the 𝑉D threshold somewhere between its intersection with the 𝑉MÏ  line and the corner w𝑉D, 𝑉x = (1,1). On the way, the solution bows away from the 𝑉MÏ  line, and this provides 
the motivation for the ramp strategy. Intuitively, if the red curve is too close to the 
threshold for the non-target neuron, a fluctuation in the corresponding stochastic case 
may kick the solution over that threshold and cause non-target spiking. A different choice 
of input that produces a solution closer to the 𝑉MÏ  line may sufficiently decrease the 
probability of such superthreshold fluctuations to meet the stochastic control criterion.  
 











I thus analytically construct a ramp input that makes the deterministic trace (𝑉D, 𝑉) rise 
arbitrarily close to 𝑉MÏ , and then numerically assess the performance of this input when 
applied to the stochastic system. For simplicity, I rescale the parameters as 𝛼D = 1, 𝛽D =
1, 𝛼 = 𝛼 𝛼DÃ > 1, and 𝛽 = 𝛽 𝛽DÅ > 1. Then 𝑉MÏ = +9|ØÙ9ÐØÙ1 can be expressed as 𝑉DMÏ = i"Ð<Ð 𝑉MÏ     (3.2) 
where 
i"Ð<Ð > 1. There is no nonnegative input that can make (𝑉D, 𝑉) progress exactly along 𝑉MÏ . However, for every sufficiently small 𝜖 > 0, there is a 𝑢(𝑡) > 0 that drives (𝑉D , 𝑉) 
along a line of the form 𝑉D = Ûi"Ð<Ð − 𝜖Ü𝑉    (3.3) 
which is a line arbitrarily close to the equilibrium line. To find this input, suppose the 
initial conditions of (𝑉D, 𝑉) is some point already on the line, 
Ý𝑉D = Ûi"Ð<Ð − 𝜖Ü𝑉∗𝑉 = 𝑉∗     (3.4) 
where 𝑉∗ > 0 (see also below). To keep the solution on this line, I seek an input such that 
𝑉D = Ûi"Ð<Ð − 𝜖Ü𝑉 and such that both membrane potentials have positive derivative. 
Plugging the constraint into the ODE and simplifying yields 
𝑢(𝑡) = 	 +À"ÐßÐjà1wi"Ðj5xi"Ðj<Ðàj5 𝑉(𝑡)    (3.5) 
While this input appears to be closed loop, we can plug it back into the ODE for some 
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fixed choice of 𝑉∗ and explicitly solve the linear equation to define an open loop input 𝑢(𝑡) = 	𝐶𝑒J    (3.6) 
where 𝐶 = +À"ÐßÐjà1wi"Ðj5xi"Ðj<Ðàj5 𝑉∗ and 𝑛 = <Ðài"Ðj<Ðàj5. 
If we set 𝜖 = 0, then 𝑢 = i"Ð<Ð 𝑉 and 9|J = 9ÐJ = 0, which confirms (𝑉D, 𝑉) cannot rise 
along 𝑉MÏ . In order to simultaneously produce 9|J > 0 and 9ÐJ > 0, 𝜖 must satisfy 0 < 𝜖 < 𝜖 = i"Ð<Ð − 1    (3.7) 
Note 𝜖 is a function of 𝛼, 𝛽 that requires the deterministic controllability conditions 
to be met in order to be positive. The smaller 𝜖 is, the closer the deterministic solution (𝑉D, 𝑉) progresses to the 𝑉MÏ  line, but with the tradeoff that the duration of 𝑢(𝑡) will be 
longer, as seen by looking at the time constant in Equation (3.6). Regardless of responses, 
the ramp input turns off when the deterministic neuron would have reached threshold. 
 
There is a technical issue that the initial condition in Equation 3.4 is already nonzero, 
leaving undefined an input that could drive neurons sitting at rest (the issue is similar to 
that noted in [46] when applying deterministic control for conductance inputs). However, 
under noise, there is zero probability of initial conditions being strictly at the origin, and 
we might hope that for any appropriate but arbitrary choice of 𝑉∗ > 0, the ramp input 









Figure 3.2. A ramp input and the deterministic membrane potentials. A: Same as Figure 
3.1, adding a green trace for (𝑽𝒊, 𝑽𝒋) under ramp input. B: The ramp input 𝒖(𝒕). 
 
Figure 3.2 shows an example deterministic solution and ramp input. Compared to the 
original red curve for a single pulse input, the ramp input makes the deterministic (𝑉D	𝑉) 





















rise along a line closer to 𝑉MÏ . With neuron i as the target, I conjecture this new route 
would be safer in the stochastic case, as it keeps the non-target neuron j further from its 
threshold throughout the trajectory. This argument is not rigorous, as, for example, 
although the trajectory is farther from the non-target threshold, it takes more time for the 
target to reach its threshold, so that the probability of aberrant fluctuations may actually 
increase.  
 
In order to assess any possible improvement in control using ramp inputs, I applied this 
strategy to a subset of single-pulse uncontrollable pairs in 𝜎 = 0.2 map (as in Figure 2.1). 
Recall that the ramps are designed to replace long duration, small amplitude pulses, and 
are not expected to provide any benefit for short duration, high amplitude pulses. Thus 
ramps could provide improved control only when the neuron with smaller 𝛼,and 𝛽 is the 
target. In normalized parameters, this means neuron 1 is the target if 𝛼6 > 1, 𝛽6 > 1, and 
we need consider only those pixels for which neuron 2 is already isolatable. Similarly, 
ramp inputs applied when neuron 2 is the target may recover controllability for pairs in 𝛼6 < 1, 𝛽6 < 1 for which neuron 1 is already isolatable. I use the same probabilistic 
criterion, (1 − 𝐺JLãMJ) × 𝐺åjJLãMJ ≥ 𝑃JK as in single pulse control. 
 
Figure 3.3 shows the parameter map of controllability for this expanded space of 
controls. Following Figure 2.1, I applied this ramp strategy to only Neuron 2 isolatable 
and deterministically controllable pairs in upper right region (that is, the yellow pixels in 𝛼6 > 1, 𝛽6 > 1, i"0<0 > 1 region), and only Neuron 1 isolatable and deterministically 
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controllable pairs in lower left region (that is, the red pixels in 𝛼6 < 1, 𝛽6 < 1, i"0<0 < 1 
region). I set the closeness parameter 𝜖 = 0.1𝜖. The expansion of pixels for which the 
pair is controllable demonstrates that the ramp strategy can control a subset of single-





Figure 3.3: Controllability map and parameters for which ramp inputs control single-pulse 
uncontrollable neuron pairs. A: 𝜶"𝟐, 𝜷𝟐 ∈ [𝟏,𝟓]. The dark blue dots are pairwise 
controllable pairs using ramp input strategy. All other pixels are the same as Figure 2.1. B: 𝜶"𝟐, 𝜷𝟐 ∈ [𝟎.𝟎𝟐,𝟏]. The dark blue dots are pairwise controllable pairs using ramp input 
strategy. All other pixels are the same as Figure 2.1. 
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CHAPTER FOUR- Mean spike time is a coarse definition of stochastic 
controllability 	
4.1 Alternative definitions of controllability 
In the previous chapters, stochastic controllability was defined in terms of the probability 
of spiking within the duration of pulse (or ramp) inputs. An alternative approach is to 
define controllability in terms of mean spike timing. In the deterministic case, the two 
definitions overlap, since inputs can be chosen to be only as long as the target neuron’s 
spike time. In the stochastic case, there is no single spike time associated to a given input, 
leaving open the choice of mixture of spike timing and probability of spiking in the 
criterion function. 
 
Generalizing from the deterministic emphasis on spike order control (see Section 1.3), 
one can define a pair of neurons as controllable if their mean spike times can be arranged 
in either order through suitable choice of input. For the integrate and fire model, this 
choice reduces control to the well-studied and tractable problem of finding the mean exit 
time. More specifically, I redefine a neuron pair at a certain noise level to be stochastic 
controllable if their mean exit time curves, as a function of input strength, cross at some 
positive input value. However, I show that mean exit time alone does not adequately 
capture the temporal dynamics of spiking probability, and conclude that using mean exit 




4.2 Defining and solving mean spike time control 
Survival analysis of stochastic systems concerns the expected duration until one or more 
events happen, such as death of biological organisms or failure of mechanical systems. 
Mean exit time (or first-hitting-time) analysis, is a subclass of survival analysis that 
concerns the amount of time required for a stochastic process, starting from some initial 
state, to hit a threshold for the first time. 
 
One advantage of casting controllability in terms of ordering of mean spike times is that 
there is a long history of work on this problem, including for applications of diffusion 
processes in economics and physics [60, 61, 62, 63]. Mean exit time analysis has been 
applied to neuronal model dynamics, and specifically to the integrate and fire model. For 
example, in [64], moments of the firing time are explicitly obtained. [65] presents result 
on the mean exit time of a leaky integrate and fire neuron with deterministic subthreshold 
dynamics and a firing threshold that evolves as an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. In [66], 
the mean exit time is used to examine the effect of a random initial value on several 
stochastic integrate and fire neural models with constant threshold and constant input. 
 
Another motivation for considering mean spike timing is that, similar to the case of 
spiking probability as in previous sections, the contributions of the two neurons can be 
calculated separately. Asking instead which neuron spikes first on a trial to trial basis 
would require consideration of the joint density of spike times. It is not obvious which 
criterion might have the greatest biological relevance. However, by considering a 
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sequence of interspike intervals, one could also interpret mean spike time control as being 
a rate control strategy. That is, by altering inputs to choose a neuron with the lower mean 
time, one is selecting a neuron to have a faster spike rate. 
  
I redefine the controllability criterion, under the assumption that for every positive pulse 
amplitude 𝑢, a mean time to spike 𝑇(𝑢; 𝜎) is well defined for both neurons (note that the 
time depends also on neural parameters). 
 
Definition 4.1 (Stochastic Pairwise Controllability Using Mean Spike time): Suppose 𝑇5(𝑢; 𝜎) and 𝑇6(𝑢; 𝜎) are mean spike times for Neuron 1 and Neuron 2 under a constant 
input with amplitude 𝑢. If there are two positive inputs,	𝑢5 ≠ 𝑢6, such that 𝑇5(𝑢5; 𝜎) <𝑇6(𝑢5; 𝜎) and 𝑇5(𝑢6; 𝜎) > 𝑇6(𝑢6; 𝜎), we say Neuron 1 and Neuron 2 are stochastic 
pairwise controllable under noise level 𝜎. 
 
The criterion holds if the two curves 𝑇5(𝑢; 𝜎) and 𝑇6(𝑢; 𝜎) cross in at least one point 𝑢 ≥0. My approach is first to discuss the zero input case, 𝑢 = 0, while varying other 
parameters, and use those results to find conditions for this crossing. Without loss of 
generality, I assume 𝛼5 > 𝛼6, so that Neuron 1 is leakier. 
 
When the input is zero and the (deterministic) initial condition at rest, the mean spike 




𝑇(0; 𝜎) = 9/0h0 𝐹 81,1; É6 , 2; 𝛼 9/0h0 : + æ6i 𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑖(9/√ih )    (4.1) 𝐹 81,1; É6 , 2; 𝑥: is a generalized hypergeometric function and 𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑖(𝑥) is the imaginary 
error function. For more information about how to calculate mean exit time function, see 
[57]. In all figures below, I numerically evaluate the curves using Matlab. 
 
For every neuron, it is intuitively clear that 𝑇(0; 𝜎) = ∞ when 𝜎 → 0 (no spiking in the 
absence of input and noise) and 𝑇(0; 𝜎) = 0 when 𝜎 → ∞ (arbitrarily high noise drives 
instant threshold crossings). Moreover, 𝑇(0; 𝜎) is a strictly decreasing function of 𝜎. 
From Equation 4.1, calculation shows that 𝑇(0; 𝜎) → ∞ as 𝛼 → ∞ and also as 𝛼 → 0, 
with all other parameters fixed. Figure 4.1 shows 𝑇(0; 𝜎) as a function of 𝛼 under several 
different noise intensities. 
 
Figure 4.1: Mean spike time under zero input 𝑻(𝟎) for three noise levels, 𝝈 = 𝟎.𝟓, 𝟏, 𝟐, as a 
function of 𝜶.  
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These calculations show that, for each 𝜎, 𝑇(0) has a global minimum as a function of 𝛼. 
Its location can be found by setting the derivative (with respect to 𝛼) of 𝑇(0) to 0, which 
yields the implicit equation 
æ6ié|ê0 𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑖 Û9/ié|êh Ü = 	 9/ëÉhë 	𝐹 82,2; Æ6 , 3;	ié|ê9/0h0 : + 9/√æ6hié|êì 	𝑒(Àé|ê-/0¿0 )    (4.2) 
 𝛼D is the global minimum. Expanding Equation 4.2 in a Taylor series in powers of 𝜎, 
one can show 𝛼D → ∞ as 𝜎 → ∞, and 𝛼D → 0 as 𝜎 → 0. Numerical exploration 
suggests the relationship between 𝛼D and 𝜎 is, in fact, monotonic. In that case, for any 
neuron pair with 𝛼5 > 𝛼6, there is an ?̇?, such that 𝜎 < ?̇? implies 𝑇5(0;𝜎) > 𝑇6(0; 𝜎), 
while 𝜎 > ?̇? implies 𝑇5(0; 𝜎) < 𝑇6(0; 𝜎). In other words, the mean spike time curves 
cross, considered as functions of 𝜎. Figure 4.2 gives an example. 
 
Figure 4.2: Mean spike times of two neurons under zero input.𝜶𝟏 = 𝟐 and 𝜶𝟐 = 𝟎. 𝟓 as a 
function of 𝛔 are shown. When noise is small, 𝑻𝒖ï𝟎(𝜶𝟏;𝛔) > 𝑻𝒖ï𝟎(𝜶𝟐;𝛔), when noise is 
large, 𝑻𝒖ï𝟎(𝜶𝟏;𝛔) < 𝑻𝒖ï𝟎(𝜶𝟐; 𝛔). 
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Next, I discuss when 𝑢 > 0 and combine with the 𝑢 = 0 results. First consider when the 
noise is small,	𝜎 < ?̇?, so that 𝑇5(0; 𝜎) > 𝑇6(0;𝜎); neuron 2 has an earlier mean spike 
time under no input. I seek criteria that allows 𝑇5(𝑢; 𝜎) < 𝑇6(𝑢; 𝜎) for some input 𝑢. The 
integrate and fire model can be rewritten as 
9J = 	−𝛼𝑉 + 	𝜎𝜀  ̅   (4.3) 
that is, as a neuron under Gaussian noise 𝜀 ̅with mean ?̅? = 𝛽𝑢 (𝑢 is constant) and 
standard deviation 𝜎. When 𝑢 = 0 and 𝜎 < ?̇?, one has 𝑇5(0; 𝜎) > 𝑇6(0; 𝜎) because the 
less leaky neuron 2 diffuses to 𝑉JK faster than neuron 1. If 𝛽6𝑢 ≥ 𝛽5𝑢 > 0, neuron 2 still 
hits 𝑉JK  faster because it receives noisy inputs with a higher average value. Thus only if 𝛽5𝑢 > 𝛽6𝑢 does neuron 1 have a chance to hit 𝑉JK faster than Neuron 2. This condition 
requires 𝛽5 > 𝛽6. 
 
The integrate and fire neuronal model can also be rewritten as: 
9J = 	−𝛼𝑉 + 	𝜎𝜀, 𝑉 = 𝑉 −	<²i     (4.4) 
where the new variable 𝑉  has initial condition: 𝑉m = 𝑉LMNJ − <²i , and 𝑉JK = 𝑉JK − <²i . 
When <.²i. ≥ <0²i0 > 𝑉JK , 𝑉5 and 𝑉6 have negative values, and 𝑉5 has a more negative initial 
condition and threshold than 𝑉6. Note the distance between the new threshold 𝑉JK  and 
new initial condition 𝑉m is not changed. In this case, −𝛼5𝑉5 > −𝛼6𝑉6 > 0, so the leakier 
neuron 1 hits the threshold sooner. So if i.<. ≤ i0<0, which implies 𝛽5 ≫ 𝛽6, a large input 
strength 𝑢 could make Neuron 1 spike first. 
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Following the same approach, I seek conditions when the noise is large, 𝜎 ≥ ?̇?, such that 𝑇5(0; 𝜎) < 𝑇6(0; 𝜎), under which a positive constant 𝑢 > 0 can reverse the inequality, 𝑇5(𝑢; 𝜎) > 𝑇6(𝑢; 𝜎). Based on numerical evidence, I conjecture that i.<. > i0<0 and 𝛽5 ≤𝛽6, in contrast to the small noise case, allow the mean spike time curves to cross. Figure 
4.3 shows examples in support of this conjecture. However, I have been unable to find an 










Figure 4.3: Examples of different cases of sequence controllability using mean spike time. A. 𝜶𝟏 = 𝟐, 𝜷𝟏 = 𝟐;𝜶𝟐 = 𝟎.𝟓, 𝜷𝟐 = 𝟎. 𝟓;𝝈 = 𝟎. 𝟖, This pair is sequence controllable. B. 𝜶𝟏 =𝟐,𝜷𝟏 = 𝟎.𝟒; 𝜶𝟐 = 𝟎.𝟓, 𝜷𝟐 = 𝟎. 𝟓;𝝈 = 𝟎.𝟖, This pair is sequence uncontrollable. C. 𝝈 = 𝟏. 𝟓, 
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other parameters are the same as A, The elevated noise makes the pair uncontrollable. D. 𝝈 = 𝟏.𝟓, and now the pair becomes controllable. 
 
Because the crossing conditions appear different for the cases 𝑇5(0; 𝜎) < 𝑇6(0; 𝜎) and 𝑇5(0; 𝜎) > 𝑇6(0; 𝜎), the same neuron pair (in terms of 𝛼 and 𝛽) could have different 
controllability status under different noise levels. For example, in Figure 4.3AC a neuron 
pair is sequence controllable under small noise, but become sequence uncontrollable 
when noise increases, but conversely in Figure 4.3BD a neuron pair becomes controllable 
under the larger noise.  	  
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CHAPTER FIVE- Discussion 
	
5.1 Major contributions 
	
The primary contribution of this work is to elucidate pairwise underactuated neuron 
controllability in stochastic settings, by framing the problem as a bifurcation from the 
deterministic setting, with noise as the bifurcation parameter. I extended a pairwise 
controllability definition from the deterministic to stochastic case given a probabilistic 
parameter 𝑃JK which trades the probability of spiking from the target neuron with 
tolerance of spiking from the non-target neuron. I set 𝑃JK = 0.9 for most of this 
dissertation, which implies that if a neuron pair achieves controllability, both the spike 
probability of the target neuron has to be larger than 0.9, and the spike probability of the 
non-target neuron has to be smaller than 0.1. This probabilistic definition is connected to 
the survival probability, which can be numerically calculated by solving a Fokker-Planck 
(FP) equation [57], using standard numerical schemes to solve it [1]. I incorporated the 
FP solutions within brute force search to delineate the pairwise controllability map under 
chosen noise levels.  
 
I found neuron pairs near the deterministic boundaries are uncontrollable under noise, 
and I explain the failure modes through numerical simulations. Comparing to the 
deterministic controllability map, the stochastic one shows novel characteristics. First, the 
controllability map is not symmetric under a fixed noise level, as the controllable region 
in the lower-left quadrant (	𝛼6 < 1, 	𝛽6 < 1) shrinks more substantially than in the upper-
right quadrant. In this region, the non-nominal neuron suffers from more noisy 
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perturbations since the membrane potential standard deviation is larger when	𝛼6 is small. 
Second, if 	𝛼6 ≈ 1 (𝛼5 ≈ 𝛼6), neuron pairs cannot be controllable no matter what 	𝛽6 is, 
although we can have partial isolatability at certain 	𝛽6. Since 𝛽 measures the 
responsiveness of neuron to stimulus, and varies with distance between neuron cell and 
stimulation, one can examine the stimulus location to check if	𝛽6 resides within the 
controllable region for 	𝛼6 is not close to 1. However, if 	𝛼6 ≈ 1, we can only make one 
neuron isolatable at once by placing the stimulus closer to the target neuron. Third, I 
extract the stochastic controllability boundaries from the map and analyze differences and 
similarities with deterministic boundaries. Both of them show kinked structures, where 
the kinks indicate a change of input strategy, either from long-weak pulses to short-strong 
pulses or vice versa, to make the target neuron spike. However, instead of two segmented 
straight lines as the deterministic boundaries appear to be, the stochastic boundaries show 
distinct curvatures, especially in the lower-left quadrant, which indicates the boundary 
segments are no longer following linear equations.  
 
To further analyze how controllability boundaries change with noise, I derive a set of 
approximate analytic equations by getting rid of the absorbing boundary conditions, 
which impede us solving the survival function analytically, after this simplification, the 
membrane potential is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, it follows a Gaussian distribution 
at any given time. Then I approximate the survival probability by the cumulative 
distribution function of this OU process at 𝑉JK  to take advantage of the Gaussian 
properties. These approximations would overestimate the survival probability 
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(underestimate the spike probability) by taking the traces that have previously been above 𝑉JK  and under 𝑉JK  currently as survived. However, this biasness is reduced if noise level 
decreases, which implies the approximated boundary equations should be more accurate 
as noise approaching zero, this is consented by the closeness of approximate and 
numerical-derived boundaries at low noise levels. 
 
I finally expand the input space from single pulse to nonnegative input, and find a ramp 
strategy can recover partial isolatability for certain neurons and extend the controllable 
region. This finding is different with the deterministic case. If we set the initial conditions 
are 𝑉LMNJ in deterministic, for every controllable pair, we can always use two single pulse 
inputs to make either neuron spiking first, so expanding the input space from single pulse 
won’t extend the controllable region in deterministic case, however, I found this ramp 
input can change certain parameter extents from partial isolatable to controllable under 
noise, especially the neuron pairs in the lower-left quadrant.  
 
I now recap my major results and their most likely impacts. I have provided numerical 
and analytical results in a simple neural model that establish the feasibility of using a 
common input to achieve a degree of independent spike control of pairs of neuron in 
noisy environment. My results are a first step in the development of underactuated 
control strategies for expanding control of ensemble spiking beyond synchronous 
activation under noise, and they suggest partial control strategies that may be important in 
the development of brain-machine interface and smart neuroprosthetics. 
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5.2 Limitations and extensions 
 
This study depends on the LIF model, which as a nearly linear model is analytically 
tractable but dynamically limited. For example, the model cannot capture biological 
phenomena, such as bursting [67], post-inhibitory rebound [68], or sodium channel 
inactivation [52]. However, the model simplicity allows computation of the probability 
density function for the noisy membrane potential through solving the associated Fokker-
Planck equation [57]. Furthermore, for constant input the model is close to an Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck (OU) process (ignoring the threshold), with well-known density 
characteristics, as used in section 2.4. 
 
I did not include synapses in this analysis. Their inclusion would greatly complicate the 
control problem, but also allow for potentially more elaborate control strategies. For 
example, if it is desired that two neurons spike in order, and the first has an excitatory 
synapse onto the second, it may be possible to achieve that sequence with lower input. 
Conversely, in the presence of inhibitory synapses some non-target spiking might be 
avoided even when target neurons require higher input. While these are important 
problems, there are at least two reasons why such ideas may have limited benefit in 
applications. First, our open loop approach cannot precisely measure the membrane 
potential, such as in extracellular recording, this would limit the ability of system 
identification, introducing the synaptic connection would further increase errors in the 
resulting estimates. Second, electrical synaptic transmission takes place with almost no 
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delay, and the response in the postsynaptic neuron is in general smaller in amplitude than 
the source [69]. I did not consider additional limits on the input space that may arise in 
experimental or clinical applications, for example constraining the maximal input value 
or input power for safety considerations [50]. 
 
The fix-sized strength-duration pool used in numerical analysis leads to conservative 
bias, that I may claim a controllable neuron pair to be uncontrollable because the required 
single-pulse inputs are out of range, so the numerical-derived controllable region is only a 
subset of the “real” one. This biasness can be severe at high or tiny noise levels, at high 
noises, a small amount of input strength/duration change could alter the survival 
probability remarkably, so it requires the numerical input domain has sophisticated grid 
resolution; at tiny noises, the qualified inputs are close to deterministic case, which 
involves strong impulse 𝛿 or extremely long duration inputs. So our numerical analysis is 
based on a small noise level, 𝜎 = 0.2, at this level, the conservative bias should be 
reduced comparing to extreme noise levels. Luckily, at tiny noises, we could use the 
approximate analytic equations to find controllability of neuron pairs, that we have 
demonstrated above the approximations should be more accurate as noise approaching 
zero. However, I currently have no trusted method to detect stochastic controllability at 
high noises. In the next, a dynamic numerical input domain, the size and grid resolution 
varies with noises, should be perused, in order to improve accuracy while maintaining the 




The ramping strategy I introduced in Chapter 3 can help recovering controllability for 
some single-pulse uncontrollable neuron pairs, however, the payoff is the input duration 
has to be long. Thus in order to include time optimal control, one has to define their 
desired tradeoff between faster spiking and probability of undesired spikes. Another issue 
I need to mention is this ramp strategy doesn’t consider all possible nonnegative inputs. 
For example, through deterministic analysis, we know turning off the input can make 
membrane potentials cross the 𝑉MÏ  boarder (left side of 𝑉MÏ  in Figure 3.1), if a silence 
period is inserted within a stimulation (this is different from adding a silence period in the 
end of a input, which is used to represent the “cool down” period between single spike 
intervals; here, the silence is a part of stimulation design), it may lead to a better strategy 
to let Neuron i (with smaller 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛼 𝛽Ã ) spike, I did not pursue it here because I did not 
explicitly derive the borders of all possible nonnegative inputs in the deterministic phase 
plane. 
 
In Chapter 4, the mean spike time analysis depends initially on the spike order at 𝑢 = 0, 
which I claim a neuron can spike first if it has smaller mean spike time. However, 
biophysics are ignored, the mean spike time could be enormously large when 𝑢 = 0, see 
Figure 4.1, it’s hard to believe the inter spike interval could be several seconds or minutes 
in vivo. Then the following 𝑢 > 0 analysis builds upon this 𝑢 = 0 initial conditions, 
which leads to speculative controllability conditions. This work implies that the mean 




APPENDIX: Matlab code used in the dissertation 
 
I performed all computational work in Matlab (MathWorks, Inc.) version R2015b. 
 
New_Fokker_Spike_Solver.m. This function uses Crank-Nicolson method to calculate 
the spike densities given input and parameters of a noisy IAF neuron. 
1     function [ Spike_Pro, Final_vec ] = New_Fokker_Spike_Solver( 
alpha,beta,sigma,Vth,V_,u,dt,initial_vec,Flux_th ) 
2     % input 'u' has to be constant input!! 
3     % 'u' is a vector, not a number, so we know the duration of input 
4     %% Define parameters for Crank-Nicolson method 
5     dx = 0.01; 
6     v = V_:dx:Vth; 
7     N = numel(u); %number of time grids 
8     J = (Vth-V_)/dx; % number of voltage grids 
9     %% Initialize matrix solution f and Spike_Pro 
10    f = zeros(J+1,2); 
11    f(:,1) = initial_vec;% assign initial vector 
12    f(J+1,:) = 0;% absorbing BC 
13     
14    Spike_Pro = zeros(1,N+1);% P(spike) at time 't', not flux! 
15    Spike_Pro_pri = 1 - dx * (sum(f(:,1))-0.5*f(1,1) -0.5*f(end,1)); 
16    Spike_Pro(1) = min(1,max(0,Spike_Pro_pri)); 
17     
18    %% Calculate Fokker-Planck eq with given control input 
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19    % only when 'u' is constant input, A B can be calculated like 
following, 
20    % otherwise A B are time dependent  
21    A = sparse(J,J); 
22    B = sparse(J,J); 
23    for j=1:J 
24        if j==1 
25            A(j,j) = (sigma^2/(2*dx^2)) - (alpha/2) + (1/dt) + ((-
alpha*V_+beta*u(1))/dx) + ((-alpha*V_+beta*u(1))^2/sigma^2); 
26            B(j,j) = -(sigma^2/(2*dx^2)) + (alpha/2) + (1/dt) - ((-
alpha*V_+beta*u(1))/dx) - ((-alpha*V_+beta*u(1))^2/sigma^2); 
27            A(j,j+1) = -(sigma^2/(2*dx^2)); 
28            B(j,j+1) = (sigma^2/(2*dx^2)); 
29        elseif j==J 
30            A(j,j) = (sigma^2/(2*dx^2)) - (alpha/2) + (1/dt); 
31            B(j,j) = -(sigma^2/(2*dx^2)) + (alpha/2) + (1/dt); 
32            A(j,j-1) = -(sigma^2/(4*dx^2)) - (beta*u(1))/(4*dx) + 
(alpha*v(1,j))/(4*dx); 
33            B(j,j-1) = (sigma^2/(4*dx^2)) + (beta*u(1))/(4*dx) - 
(alpha*v(1,j))/(4*dx); 
34                 
35        else 
36            A(j,j) = (sigma^2/(2*dx^2)) - (alpha/2) + (1/dt); 
37            B(j,j) = -(sigma^2/(2*dx^2)) + (alpha/2) + (1/dt); 




39            B(j,j-1) = (sigma^2/(4*dx^2)) + (beta*u(1))/(4*dx) - 
(alpha*v(1,j))/(4*dx); 
40            A(j,j+1) = -(sigma^2/(4*dx^2)) + (beta*u(1))/(4*dx) - 
(alpha*v(1,j))/(4*dx); 
41            B(j,j+1) = (sigma^2/(4*dx^2)) - (beta*u(1))/(4*dx) + 
(alpha*v(1,j))/(4*dx); 
42        end 
43    end 
44         
45    old_col = 1; 
46    new_col = 2; 
47     
48    for i=1:N 
49     
50        f(1:J,new_col) = A\(B * f(1:J,old_col)); 
51         
52         
53        if i == N 
54            Final_vec = f(:,new_col); % save this for future use 
55        end 
56         
57     
58        Spike_Pro_pri = 1 - dx * (sum(f(:,new_col))-0.5*f(1,new_col) 
-0.5*f(end,new_col)); 
59        Spike_Pro(i+1) = min(1,max(0,Spike_Pro_pri)); 
60        f_flx = Spike_Pro(i+1) - Spike_Pro(i); 
61         
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62        if (u(1) == 0) && (f_flx <= Flux_th) && (f_flx > 0) 
63            Spike_Pro(i+2:end) = Spike_Pro(i+1); 
64            Final_vec = f(:,new_col); 
65            break; 
66        end 
67         
68        old_col = 3 - old_col; 
69        new_col = 3 - new_col; 
70    end 
71     
72    end 
 
NominalNeuron_SpkPro_SD_Sigmas.m. This function calculates the spike probability of 
nominal neuron on every grid of the Strength-Duration pool at a certain noise level. 
1     profile on 
2     alpha = 1;%nominal neuron 
3     beta = 1; 
4     SIGMA = [0.2]; 
5     Vth = 1; 
6     V_ = -4; 
7     dx = 0.01; 
8     dt = 0.01; 
9      
10    S_inc = 0.1; 
11    D_inc = 0.04; 
12     
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13    Umin = 0.1;% SD Full Range 
14    Umax = 24; 
15    Dmin = 0.04; 
16    Dmax = 30; 
17    Dur_sil_max = 3; 
18     
19    Input = Umin:S_inc:Umax; 
20    Dur = Dmin:D_inc:Dmax; 
21     
22    n = numel(Input); 
23    m = numel(Dur); 
24     
25    NomNeuron_Psp_SD_ext_Sigmas_02 = zeros(n,m,numel(SIGMA)); % 
output mat file 
26     
27    for k = 1:numel(SIGMA) 
28         
29        Flux_th = 0; 
30        sigma = SIGMA(k); 
31         
32        dt_sil = dt; 
33        if (dx > (sigma^2)/(-alpha*V_)) && (dt_sil > (4*dx^2)/(dx*(-
alpha*V_)-sigma^2)) 
34            dt_sil = 0.8 * (4*dx^2)/(dx*(-alpha*V_)-sigma^2); 
35            dt_sil = round(dt_sil,4); 
36        end 
37        u_silence = zeros(1,round(Dur_sil_max/dt_sil)); 
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38         
39        for i = 1:n 
40            u = Input(i); 
41             
42            if (dx > (sigma^2)/(-alpha*V_+beta*u)) && (dt > 
(4*dx^2)/(dx*(-alpha*V_+beta*u)-sigma^2)) 
43                dt = 0.8*(4*dx^2)/(dx*(-alpha*V_+beta*u)-sigma^2); 
44                dt = round(dt,4); 
45            end 
46            u = u + zeros(1,round(D_inc/dt)-1); 
47             
48            for j = 1:m 
49                if j == 1  
50                    mu = 0; 
51                    devi = 0.05; 
52                    v = V_:dx:Vth; 
53                    INIT = (1/sqrt(2*pi*devi^2))*exp(-(v(1,:)-
mu).^2/(2*devi^2)); 
54                end 
55                 
56                if NomNeuron_Psp_SD_ext_Sigmas_02(i,j,k) == 0 
57                    [ Spike_Pro, Final_vec ] = 
New_Fokker_Spike_Solver( alpha,beta,sigma,Vth,V_,u,dt,INIT,Flux_th ); 
58                     
59                    INIT = Final_vec; 
60                     
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61                    [ Spike_Pro, Final_vec ] = 
New_Fokker_Spike_Solver( 
alpha,beta,sigma,Vth,V_,u_silence,dt_sil,INIT,Flux_th ); 
62                     
63                    NomNeuron_Psp_SD_ext_Sigmas_02(i,j,k) = 
Spike_Pro(end); 
64                     
65                    if Spike_Pro(end) == 1 
66                        NomNeuron_Psp_SD_ext_Sigmas_02(i:end,j:end,k) 
= 1; 
67                    end 
68                     
69                    
save('NomNeuron_Psp_SD_ext_Sigmas_02.mat','NomNeuron_Psp_SD_ext_Sigmas_
02'); 
70                end 
71            end 
72            dt = 0.01; 
73        end 
74    end 
75    profile viewer 
76      
 
Detailed_SD_Analysis_OUTPUT_SDs.m. This function determines the controllability 
condition of a noisy IAF neuron pair: fully controllable; partial controllable; totally 




1     function [ N1,P_N1_NOT_N2,N2,P_N2_NOT_N1] = 
Detailed_SD_Analysis_OUTPUT_SDs( alpha2,beta2,sigma,Vth,V_,P_th ) 
2     %UNTITLED Summary of this function goes here 
3     %   Detailed explanation goes here 
4     %% parameters setup 
5     dx = 0.01; 
6     dt = 0.01; 
7     alpha_nom = 1; 
8     beta_nom = 1; 
9      
10    S_inc = 0.1;% SD grids 
11    D_inc = 0.1; 
12     
13    Umin = 0.1;% SD Full Range 
14    Umax = 12; 
15    Dmin = 0.1; 
16    Dmax = 15; 
17     
18    Input = Umin:S_inc:Umax; 
19    Dur = Dmin:D_inc:Dmax; 
20     
21    n = numel(Input); 
22    m = numel(Dur); 
23     
24    SD_P_Sp_N1 = zeros(n,m);%Spike Prob of each pixel on SD space 
25    SD_P_Sp_N2 = zeros(n,m); 
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26     
27    mu = 0; 
28    devi = 0.05; 
29    v = V_:dx:Vth; 
30    INIT_0 = (1/sqrt(2*pi*devi^2))*exp(-(v(1,:)-mu).^2/(2*devi^2)); 
%inital condition for F-P solver 
31     
32    %% get SD_P_Sp_N1 AND silence duaration 
33    if alpha2 >= alpha_nom 
34        % silence duration is 1*(1/alpha_nom)=1 
35        Dur_sil_max = 3 * (1/alpha_nom); 
36    else  
37        % silence duration is 1*(1/alpha2) 
38        Dur_sil_max = 3 * (1/alpha2); 
39    end 
40    %we have stored the nominal neuron spike prob on SD space 
41    load('NomNeuron_Psp_SD_Sigmas.mat'); 
42    % load('NomNeuron_Psp_SD_Sigmas_021025.mat'); 
43    % load('NomNeuron_Psp_SD_ref_Sigmas_00501.mat'); 
44    % load('NomNeuron_Psp_SD_ext_Sigmas_02.mat'); 
45     
46    if sigma == 0.2 
47        SD_P_Sp_N1 = NomNeuron_Psp_SD_Sigmas(:,:,1); 
48    end 
49     
50    % if sigma == 0.05 
51    %     SD_P_Sp_N1 = NomNeuron_Psp_SD_ref_Sigmas_00501(:,:,1); 
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52    % elseif sigma == 0.1 
53    %     SD_P_Sp_N1 = NomNeuron_Psp_SD_ref_Sigmas_00501(:,:,2); 
54    % end 
55     
56    % if sigma == 0.2 
57    %     SD_P_Sp_N1 = NomNeuron_Psp_SD_Sigmas(:,:,1); 
58    % elseif sigma == 0.4 
59    %     SD_P_Sp_N1 = NomNeuron_Psp_SD_Sigmas(:,:,2); 
60    % elseif sigma == 0.6 
61    %     SD_P_Sp_N1 = NomNeuron_Psp_SD_Sigmas(:,:,3); 
62    % elseif sigma == 0.8 
63    %     SD_P_Sp_N1 = NomNeuron_Psp_SD_Sigmas(:,:,4); 
64    % elseif sigma == 1 
65    %     SD_P_Sp_N1 = NomNeuron_Psp_SD_Sigmas(:,:,5); 
66    % end 
67     
68    %% then get SD_P_Sp_N2 
69     
70    % get Flx threshold to terminate silence simulation earlier 
71    sigma_min = 0.2; 
72     
73    [ Flux_th ] = Flx_Threshold_Calculator( alpha_nom,sigma_min,Vth 
); 
74    % get u_silence, dt_silence in front 
75    dt_sil = dt; 




77        dt_sil = 0.8 * (4*dx^2)/(dx*(-alpha2*V_)-sigma^2); 
78        dt_sil = round(dt_sil,4); 
79    end 
80    u_silence = zeros(1,round(Dur_sil_max/dt_sil)); 
81     
82    for i = 1:n 
83        u = Input(i); 
84        if (dx > (sigma^2)/(-alpha2*V_+beta2*u)) && (dt > 
(4*dx^2)/(dx*(-alpha2*V_+beta2*u)-sigma^2)) 
85            dt = 0.8*(4*dx^2)/(dx*(-alpha2*V_+beta2*u)-sigma^2); 
86            dt = round(dt,4); 
87        end 
88        u = u + zeros(1,round(D_inc/dt)-1); 
89         
90        for j = 1:m 
91            if j == 1  
92                INIT = INIT_0; 
93            end 
94             
95            if SD_P_Sp_N2(i,j) == 0 
96                [ Spike_Pro, Final_vec ] = New_Fokker_Spike_Solver( 
alpha2,beta2,sigma,Vth,V_,u,dt,INIT,Flux_th ); 
97                 
98                INIT = Final_vec; 
99                 




101                
102               SD_P_Sp_N2(i,j) = Spike_Pro(end); 
103                
104               if SD_P_Sp_N2(i,j) == 1 
105                   SD_P_Sp_N2(i:end,j:end) = 1; 
106               end 
107           end 
108       end 
109       dt = 0.01; 
110   end 
111   %% determine sequence controllability         
112   P_N1_NOT_N2 = SD_P_Sp_N1 .* (1-SD_P_Sp_N2); % Neuron 1 is target 
113   if sum(sum(P_N1_NOT_N2 >= P_th)) > 0  
114       N1 = 1; 
115   else  
116       N1 = 0; 
117   end 
118    
119   P_N2_NOT_N1 = SD_P_Sp_N2 .* (1-SD_P_Sp_N1); % Neuron 2 is target 
120   if sum(sum(P_N2_NOT_N1 >= P_th)) > 0  
121       N2 = 1; 
122   else 
123       N2 = 0; 
124   end 
125    
126    
127   end                
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SinglePulseControllabilityMap_SIGMAS.m. This function derives the single pulse 
stochastic controllability map at certain noise level. 
1      
2     % SIGMA = [0.2, 0.4]; 
3     SIGMA = [0.2]; 
4     Vth = 1;  
5     V_ = -4; 
6     P_th = 0.95; 
7      
8     alpha2_min = 0.2; 
9     alpha2_max = 5; 
10    beta2_min = 0.2; 
11    beta2_max = 5; 
12    da2 = 0.1; 
13    db2 = 0.1; 
14    alpha2 = alpha2_min:da2:alpha2_max; 
15    beta2 = beta2_min:db2:beta2_max; 
16     
17    n = numel(alpha2); 
18    m = numel(beta2); 
19     
20    Seq_Contr_Maps_Sigmas_02_Pth_095 = zeros(m,n,numel(SIGMA)); 
21    P_N1_NOT_N2_SD_Sigmas_02_Pth_095 = cell(m,n,numel(SIGMA)); 
22    P_N2_NOT_N1_SD_Sigmas_02_Pth_095 = cell(m,n,numel(SIGMA)); 
23    % load('Seq_Contr_Maps_Sigmas.mat'); 
24    % load('P_N1_NOT_N2_SD_Sigmas.mat'); 
25    % load('P_N2_NOT_N1_SD_Sigmas.mat'); 
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26     
27    for k = 1:numel(SIGMA) 
28         
29        sigma = SIGMA(k); 
30         
31        for i = 1:n 
32             
33            for j = 1:m 
34                 
35                if Seq_Contr_Maps_Sigmas_02_Pth_095(j,i,k) == 0 
36                     
37                    [ N1,P_N1_NOT_N2,N2,P_N2_NOT_N1] = 
Detailed_SD_Analysis_OUTPUT_SDs( alpha2(i),beta2(j),sigma,Vth,V_,P_th 
); 
38                     
39                    P_N1_NOT_N2_SD_Sigmas_02_Pth_095{j,i,k} = 
P_N1_NOT_N2; 
40                    P_N2_NOT_N1_SD_Sigmas_02_Pth_095{j,i,k} = 
P_N2_NOT_N1; 
41                     
42                    if (N1 == 1) && (N2 == 1) 
43                        Seq_Contr_Maps_Sigmas_02_Pth_095(j,i,k) = 1; 
44                    elseif (N1 == 0) && (N2 == 0) 
45                        Seq_Contr_Maps_Sigmas_02_Pth_095(j,i,k) = 4; 
46                    elseif (N1 == 1) && (N2 == 0) 




48                    elseif (N1 == 0) && (N2 == 1) 
49                        Seq_Contr_Maps_Sigmas_02_Pth_095(j:end,1:i,k) 
= 3; 
50                    end 
51                     
52                end 
53                 
54                
save('Seq_Contr_Maps_Sigmas_02_Pth_095.mat','Seq_Contr_Maps_Sigmas_02_P
th_095'); 
55                
save('P_N1_NOT_N2_SD_Sigmas_02_Pth_095.mat','P_N1_NOT_N2_SD_Sigmas_02_P
th_095'); 
56                
save('P_N2_NOT_N1_SD_Sigmas_02_Pth_095.mat','P_N2_NOT_N1_SD_Sigmas_02_P
th_095'); 
57                 
58                disp('i = '); 
59                disp(i); 
60                disp('j = '); 
61                disp(j); 
62                disp('k = '); 
63                disp(k); 
64            end 
65        end 




SeqControlMap_Visualize.m. This function plots the single pulse controllability map as 
scatters. 
1     alpha1 = 1; 
2     beta1 = 1; 
3     sigma = 0.3; 
4     Vth = 1; 
5     V_ = -4; 
6     P_th = 0.9; 
7      
8     alpha2_min = 0.2; 
9     alpha2_max = 5; 
10    beta2_min = 0.2; 
11    beta2_max = 5; 
12    da2 = 0.1; 
13    db2 = 0.1; 
14    alpha2 = alpha2_min:da2:alpha2_max; 
15    beta2 = beta2_min:db2:beta2_max; 
16     
17    n = numel(alpha2); 
18    m = numel(beta2); 
19     
20    % load('Seq_Contr_Maps_Sigmas_0204.mat'); 
21    % load('Seq_Contr_Maps_Sigmas_00501_SD_Ref.mat'); 
22    % load('Seq_Contr_Maps_Sigmas_02_SD_Ext.mat'); 
23    % load('Seq_Contr_Maps_Sigmas_02_Pth_085.mat'); 
24    load('Seq_Contr_Maps_Sigmas_02_Pth_095.mat'); 
25    Seq_Contr_sigma_03_PS = Seq_Contr_Maps_Sigmas_02_Pth_095(:,:,1); 
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26     
27    for i = 1:m 
28        for j = 1:n 
29            if Seq_Contr_sigma_03_PS (i,j) == 1 
30                b2 = i*db2+0.1; 
31                a2 = j*da2+0.1; 
32                scatter(b2,a2,40,'b','filled'); 
33                hold on; 
34            elseif Seq_Contr_sigma_03_PS (i,j) == 2 
35                b2 = i*db2+0.1; 
36                a2 = j*da2+0.1; 
37                scatter(b2,a2,40,'r','filled'); 
38                hold on; 
39            elseif Seq_Contr_sigma_03_PS (i,j) == 3 
40                b2 = i*db2+0.1; 
41                a2 = j*da2+0.1; 
42                scatter(b2,a2,40,'y','filled'); 
43                hold on; 
44            elseif Seq_Contr_sigma_03_PS (i,j) == 4 
45                b2 = i*db2+0.1; 
46                a2 = j*da2+0.1; 
47                scatter(b2,a2,40,'g','filled'); 
48                hold on; 
49            end 
50        end 
51    end 
52     
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53    axis([0 5 0 5]); 
54    hold on; 
55    scatter(1,1,250,'k','filled'); 
56    hold on; 
57    plot([0 5],[1 1],'k',[1 1],[0 5],'k',[0 5],[0 
5],'k','LineWidth',4); 
58    
ylabel('\alpha_{2}/\alpha_{1}','FontSize',20,'FontWeight','bold'); 
59    xlabel('\beta_{2}/\beta_{1}','FontSize',20,'FontWeight','bold'); 
60    % title('\sigma = 0.05','FontSize',20,'FontWeight','bold'); 
61    set(gca,'FontSize',20); 
62    set(gca,'FontWeight','bold'); 
 
SeqControllability_BCs_Curves.m. This function gets the stochastic controllability 
boundaries from numerical controllability map and plots the approximated analytic 
boundaries. 
1      
2      
3     alpha2_min = 0.02; 
4     alpha2_max = 1; 
5     beta2_min = 0.02; 
6     beta2_max = 1; 
7     da2 = 0.02; 
8     db2 = 0.02; 
9     alpha2 = alpha2_min:da2:alpha2_max; 
10    beta2 = beta2_min:db2:beta2_max; 
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11     
12    n = numel(alpha2); 
13    m = numel(beta2); 
14     
15    % load('Seq_Contr_Maps_Sigmas_0204_ref.mat'); 
16    % SeqContrMap_Sigma_02_ref = 
Seq_Contr_Maps_Sigmas_0204_ref(:,:,1); 
17    % SeqContrMap_Sigma_02_ref = SeqContrMap_Sigma_02_ref'; %alpha2 
is row, beta2 is column 
18     
19    load('Seq_Contr_Maps_Sigmas_021025_ref.mat'); 
20    SeqContrMap_Sigma_022_ref = 
Seq_Contr_Maps_Sigmas_021025_ref(:,:,2); 
21    SeqContrMap_Sigma_022_ref = SeqContrMap_Sigma_022_ref'; 
22     
23    % RHS_alpha2_02 = []; %y-axis 
24    % RHS_beta2_02 = []; %x-axis 
25    % LHS_alpha2_02 = []; 
26    % LHS_beta2_02 = []; 
27     
28    RHS_alpha2_022 = []; %y-axis 
29    RHS_beta2_022 = []; %x-axis 
30    LHS_alpha2_022 = []; 
31    LHS_beta2_022 = []; 
32     
33    % for i = 1:n 
34    %      for j = 1:m 
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35    %          if (SeqContrMap_Sigma_02_ref(i,1) == 3) || 
(SeqContrMap_Sigma_02_ref(i,1) == 4) 
36    %              break; 
37    %          end 
38    %           
39    %          if ((SeqContrMap_Sigma_02_ref(i,j) == 1) || 
(SeqContrMap_Sigma_02_ref(i,j) == 2)) && 
((SeqContrMap_Sigma_02_ref(i,j+1) == 3) || 
(SeqContrMap_Sigma_02_ref(i,j+1) == 4))   
40    %              RHS_alpha2_02 = [RHS_alpha2_02, alpha2(i)]; 
41    %              RHS_beta2_02 = [RHS_beta2_02, beta2(j)]; 
42    %              break; 
43    %          end 
44    %      end 
45    % end 
46     
47    % for i = 1:n 
48    %     for j = 1:m 
49    %         if (SeqContrMap_Sigma_02_ref(i,m) == 2) || 
(SeqContrMap_Sigma_02_ref(i,m) == 4) 
50    %              break; 
51    %         end 
52    %          
53    %         if ((SeqContrMap_Sigma_02_ref(i,j) == 1) || 
(SeqContrMap_Sigma_02_ref(i,j) == 3)) && 
((SeqContrMap_Sigma_02_ref(i,j-1) == 2) || 
(SeqContrMap_Sigma_02_ref(i,j-1) == 4))   
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54    %             LHS_alpha2_02 = [LHS_alpha2_02, alpha2(i)]; 
55    %             LHS_beta2_02 = [LHS_beta2_02, beta2(j)]; 
56    %             break; 
57    %         end 
58    %     end 
59    % end 
60     
61     
62     
63    for i = 7:n 
64         for j = 1:m 
65             if (SeqContrMap_Sigma_022_ref(i,1) == 3) || 
(SeqContrMap_Sigma_022_ref(i,1) == 4) 
66                 break; 
67             end 
68              
69             if ((SeqContrMap_Sigma_022_ref(i,j) == 1) || 
(SeqContrMap_Sigma_022_ref(i,j) == 2)) && 
((SeqContrMap_Sigma_022_ref(i,j+1) == 3) || 
(SeqContrMap_Sigma_022_ref(i,j+1) == 4))   
70                 RHS_alpha2_022 = [RHS_alpha2_022, alpha2(i)]; 
71                 RHS_beta2_022 = [RHS_beta2_022, beta2(j)]; 
72                 break; 
73             end 
74         end 
75    end 
76     
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77    for i = 1:n 
78        for j = 1:m 
79            if (SeqContrMap_Sigma_022_ref(i,m) == 2) || 
(SeqContrMap_Sigma_022_ref(i,m) == 4) 
80                 break; 
81            end 
82             
83            if ((SeqContrMap_Sigma_022_ref(i,j) == 1) || 
(SeqContrMap_Sigma_022_ref(i,j) == 3)) && 
((SeqContrMap_Sigma_022_ref(i,j-1) == 2) || 
(SeqContrMap_Sigma_022_ref(i,j-1) == 4))   
84                LHS_alpha2_022 = [LHS_alpha2_022, alpha2(i)]; 
85                LHS_beta2_022 = [LHS_beta2_022, beta2(j)]; 
86                break; 
87            end 
88        end 
89    end 
90     
91    % RHS_alpha2_022_1 = RHS_alpha2_022; 
92    % RHS_beta2_022_1 = RHS_beta2_022; 
93    % LHS_alpha2_022_1 = LHS_alpha2_022; 
94    % LHS_beta2_022_1 = LHS_beta2_022; 
95     
96    alpha2_min = 0.2; 
97    alpha2_max = 5; 
98    beta2_min = 0.2; 
99    beta2_max = 5; 
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100   da2 = 0.1; 
101   db2 = 0.1; 
102   alpha2 = alpha2_min:da2:alpha2_max; 
103   beta2 = beta2_min:db2:beta2_max; 
104    
105   n = numel(alpha2); 
106   m = numel(beta2); 
107    
108   load('Seq_Contr_Maps_Sigmas_022.mat'); 
109   SeqContrMap_Sigma_022 = Seq_Contr_Maps_Sigmas_022; 
110   SeqContrMap_Sigma_022 = SeqContrMap_Sigma_022'; 
111    
112   for i = 1:n 
113        for j = 1:m 
114            if (SeqContrMap_Sigma_022(i,1) == 3) || 
(SeqContrMap_Sigma_022(i,1) == 4) 
115                break; 
116            end 
117             
118            if ((SeqContrMap_Sigma_022(i,j) == 1) || 
(SeqContrMap_Sigma_022(i,j) == 2)) && ((SeqContrMap_Sigma_022(i,j+1) == 
3) || (SeqContrMap_Sigma_022(i,j+1) == 4)) && (alpha2(i) > 1)  
119                if (alpha2(i) == 1.1) || (alpha2(i) == 1.2) 
120                    RHS_alpha2_022 = [RHS_alpha2_022, alpha2(i)]; 
121                    RHS_beta2_022 = [RHS_beta2_022, 0.76]; 
122                else 
123                    RHS_alpha2_022 = [RHS_alpha2_022, alpha2(i)]; 
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124                    RHS_beta2_022 = [RHS_beta2_022, beta2(j)]; 
125                end 
126                break; 
127            end 
128        end 
129   end 
130    
131   for i = 1:n 
132       for j = 1:m 
133           if (SeqContrMap_Sigma_022(i,m) == 2) || 
(SeqContrMap_Sigma_022(i,m) == 4) 
134                break; 
135           end 
136            
137           if ((SeqContrMap_Sigma_022(i,j) == 1) || 
(SeqContrMap_Sigma_022(i,j) == 3)) && ((SeqContrMap_Sigma_022(i,j-1) == 
2) || (SeqContrMap_Sigma_022(i,j-1) == 4)) && (beta2(j) > 1) 
138               LHS_alpha2_022 = [LHS_alpha2_022, alpha2(i)]; 
139               LHS_beta2_022 = [LHS_beta2_022, beta2(j)]; 
140               break; 
141           end 
142       end 
143   end 
144    
145   save('RHS_alpha2_022.mat','RHS_alpha2_022'); 
146   save('RHS_beta2_022.mat','RHS_beta2_022'); 
147   save('LHS_alpha2_022.mat','LHS_alpha2_022'); 
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148   save('LHS_beta2_022.mat','LHS_beta2_022'); 
149    
150   RHS_beta2_022_1 = []; 
151   RHS_beta2_022_2 = []; 
152   RHS_alpha2_022_1 = []; 
153   RHS_alpha2_022_2 = []; 
154    
155   LHS_beta2_022_1 = []; 
156   LHS_beta2_022_2 = []; 
157   LHS_alpha2_022_1 = []; 
158   LHS_alpha2_022_2 = []; 
159    
160   for i = 1:numel(RHS_alpha2_022) 
161       if RHS_alpha2_022(i) <= 1.2 
162           RHS_beta2_022_1 = [RHS_beta2_022_1, RHS_beta2_022(i)]; 
163           RHS_alpha2_022_1 = [RHS_alpha2_022_1, RHS_alpha2_022(i)]; 
164       else 
165           RHS_beta2_022_2 = [RHS_beta2_022_2, RHS_beta2_022(i)]; 
166           RHS_alpha2_022_2 = [RHS_alpha2_022_2, RHS_alpha2_022(i)]; 
167       end 
168   end 
169    
170   for i = 1:numel(LHS_alpha2_022) 
171       if LHS_alpha2_022(i) <= 0.8 
172           LHS_beta2_022_1 = [LHS_beta2_022_1, LHS_beta2_022(i)]; 
173           LHS_alpha2_022_1 = [LHS_alpha2_022_1, LHS_alpha2_022(i)]; 
174       else 
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175           LHS_beta2_022_2 = [LHS_beta2_022_2, LHS_beta2_022(i)]; 
176           LHS_alpha2_022_2 = [LHS_alpha2_022_2, LHS_alpha2_022(i)]; 
177       end 
178   end 
179            
180   load census; 
181   % f_RHS_02 = fit(RHS_beta2_02',RHS_alpha2_02','exp2'); 
182   % f_LHS_02 = fit(LHS_beta2_02',LHS_alpha2_02','poly1'); 
183    
184   f_RHS_022_1 = fit(RHS_beta2_022_1',RHS_alpha2_022_1','exp2'); 
185   f_RHS_022_2 = fit(RHS_beta2_022_2',RHS_alpha2_022_2','poly1'); 
186   f_LHS_022_1 = fit(LHS_beta2_022_1',LHS_alpha2_022_1','poly1'); 
187   f_LHS_022_2 = fit(LHS_beta2_022_2',LHS_alpha2_022_2','poly1'); 
188    
189   % 
plot(RHS_beta2_02,RHS_alpha2_02,'r',LHS_beta2_02,LHS_alpha2_02,'y','Lin
eWidth',4); 
190   % hold on; 
191   % plot(f_RHS_02,'c'); 
192   % hold on; 
193   % plot(f_LHS_02,'k'); 
194   % hold on; 
195   
plot(RHS_beta2_022,RHS_alpha2_022,'r',LHS_beta2_022,LHS_alpha2_022,'y',
'LineWidth',4); 
196   hold on; 
197   plot(f_RHS_022_1,'c'); 
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198   hold on; 
199   plot(f_RHS_022_2,'c'); 
200   hold on; 
201   plot(f_LHS_022_1,'k'); 
202   hold on; 
203   plot(f_LHS_022_2,'k'); 
204   hold on; 
205   axis([0 5 0 5]); 
206   scatter(1,1,250,'k','filled'); 
207   hold on; 
208   % plot([0 5],[1 1],'k',[1 1],[0 5],'k',[0 5],[0 
5],'k','LineWidth',2); 
209   
ylabel('\alpha_{2}/\alpha_{1}','FontSize',20,'FontWeight','bold'); 
210   xlabel('\beta_{2}/\beta_{1}','FontSize',20,'FontWeight','bold'); 
211   title('$$\hat{\sigma}$$ = 
0.22','Interpreter','Latex','FontSize',20,'FontWeight','bold'); 
212   set(gca,'FontSize',20); 
213   set(gca,'FontWeight','bold'); 
 
New_Euler_Maruyama_Sample.m. This function applies Euler-Maruyama method to get 
membrane potential sample traces of noisy IAF neuron. 
1     function [ N1_Sp_fir, N2_Sp_fir, Spike_Time, V1_Trace, V2_Trace ] 
= New_Euler_Maruyama_Sample( alpha1, beta1, alpha2, beta2, sigma, Vth, 
Pth, u, dt) 
2     %UNTITLED Summary of this function goes here 
3     %   Detailed explanation goes here 
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4     N1_Sp_fir = 0; 
5     N2_Sp_fir = 0; 
6      
7     N = numel(u); 
8     Spike_Time = zeros(1,N+1); 
9     V1_Trace = zeros(1,N+1); 
10    V2_Trace = zeros(1,N+1); 
11     
12    v0 = 0; 
13    V1_Trace(1) = normrnd(0,0.5 * sigma/sqrt(2 * alpha1)); 
14    V2_Trace(1) = normrnd(0,0.5 * sigma/sqrt(2 * alpha2)); 
15     
16    if V1_Trace(1) > Vth 
17        V1_Trace(1) = Vth; 
18    elseif V2_Trace(1) > Vth 
19        V2_Trace(1) = Vth; 
20    end 
21     
22    for i = 1:N 
23         
24        if (V1_Trace(i+1) == Vth) && (V2_Trace(i+1) < Vth) 
25            del_W2 = normrnd(0,sqrt(dt)); 
26            V2_Trace(i+1) = V2_Trace(i) + (-alpha2*V2_Trace(i) + 
beta2*u(i))*dt + sigma*del_W2; 
27        elseif (V1_Trace(i+1) < Vth) && (V2_Trace(i+1) == Vth) 
28            del_W1 = normrnd(0,sqrt(dt)); 
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29            V1_Trace(i+1) = V1_Trace(i) + (-alpha1*V1_Trace(i) + 
beta1*u(i))*dt + sigma*del_W1; 
30        elseif (V1_Trace(i+1) < Vth) && (V2_Trace(i+1) < Vth) 
31            del_W1 = normrnd(0,sqrt(dt)); 
32            V1_Trace(i+1) = V1_Trace(i) + (-alpha1*V1_Trace(i) + 
beta1*u(i))*dt + sigma*del_W1; 
33            del_W2 = normrnd(0,sqrt(dt)); 
34            V2_Trace(i+1) = V2_Trace(i) + (-alpha2*V2_Trace(i) + 
beta2*u(i))*dt + sigma*del_W2; 
35        elseif (V1_Trace(i+1) == Vth) && (V2_Trace(i+1) == Vth) 
36            continue 
37        end 
38         
39        if (V1_Trace(i) == Vth) && (V2_Trace(i) < Vth) 
40            V1_Trace(i+1) = v0; 
41        elseif (V1_Trace(i) < Vth) && (V2_Trace(i) == Vth) 
42            V2_Trace(i+1) = v0; 
43        elseif (V1_Trace(i) == Vth) && (V2_Trace(i) == Vth) 
44            V1_Trace(i+1) = v0; 
45            V2_Trace(i+1) = v0; 
46        end 
47             
48        if (V1_Trace(i+1) >= Vth) && (V2_Trace(i+1) < Vth) 
49            V1_Trace(i+1) = Vth; 
50            Spike_Time(i+1) = 1; 
51            continue 
52        elseif (V1_Trace(i+1) < Vth) && (V2_Trace(i+1) >= Vth) 
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53            V2_Trace(i+1) = Vth; 
54            Spike_Time(i+1) = 2; 
55            continue 
56        elseif (V1_Trace(i+1) >= Vth) && (V2_Trace(i+1) >= Vth) 
57            V1_Trace(i+1) = Vth; 
58            V2_Trace(i+1) = Vth; 
59            Spike_Time(i+1) = 3; 
60            continue 
61        elseif (V1_Trace(i+1) < Vth) && (V2_Trace(i+1) < Vth) 
62            if i == N 
63                break 
64            end 
65            MU1 = V1_Trace(i+1) + (-alpha1*V1_Trace(i+1) + 
beta1*u(i+1))*dt; 
66            MU2 = V2_Trace(i+1) + (-alpha2*V2_Trace(i+1) + 
beta2*u(i+1))*dt; 
67            StdDevi = sigma * sqrt(dt); 
68            P1 = 1 - normcdf(Vth,MU1,StdDevi); 
69            P2 = 1 - normcdf(Vth,MU2,StdDevi); 
70            if (P1 >= Pth) && (P2 < Pth) 
71                V1_Trace(i+2) = Vth; 
72                Spike_Time(i+2) = 1; 
73                continue 
74            elseif (P1 < Pth) && (P2 >= Pth) 
75                V2_Trace(i+2) = Vth; 
76                Spike_Time(i+2) = 2; 
77                continue 
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78            elseif (P1 >= Pth) && (P2 >= Pth) 
79                V1_Trace(i+2) = Vth; 
80                V2_Trace(i+2) = Vth; 
81                Spike_Time(i+2) = 3; 
82                continue 
83            end 
84        end 
85    end 
86     
87    for i = 1:N+1 
88        if Spike_Time(i) == 1 
89            N1_Sp_fir = 1; 
90            N2_Sp_fir = 0; 
91            break 
92        elseif Spike_Time(i) == 2 
93            N1_Sp_fir = 0; 
94            N2_Sp_fir = 1; 
95            break 
96        elseif Spike_Time(i) == 3 
97            N1_Sp_fir = 1; 
98            N2_Sp_fir = 1; 
99            break 
100       end 
101   end 
102    




New_SampleTrace_Pra1.m. This function shows sample traces for 4 neuron pairs, one is 
fully controllable, two are partial controllable, one is totally uncontrollable. 
1     alpha1 = 0.04; 
2     beta1 = 11/270; 
3     alpha2 = 1.1 * alpha1; 
4     beta2 = 1.1 * beta1; 
5     % epsilon = 0.4*((alpha2/beta2)/(alpha1/beta1) - 1); 
6     sigma = 0.04; 
7     Vth = 1; 
8     V_ = -4; 
9     Pth = 0.9; 
10     
11    % [ u,dt ] = New_Input_Generator( 
alpha1,beta1,alpha2,beta2,epsilon,sigma,Vth,V_ ); 
12    % [ u,dt ] = Input_Generator( alpha2,beta2,epsilon,sigma,Vth,V_ 
); 
13    % old_u = u; 
14    % old_dt = dt; 
15    % u = old_dt * trapz(old_u)/(old_dt * numel(old_u));%constant 
input 
16    % u = u + zeros(1,numel(old_u)); 
17    % dt = 0.1; 
18    % % u = interp1(0:old_dt:old_dt * (numel(old_u)-
1),old_u,0:dt:old_dt * (numel(old_u)-1),'spline'); 
19    % % u = interp1(0:old_dt:old_dt * (numel(old_u)-1),u,0:dt:old_dt 
* (numel(old_u)-1),'linear'); 
20    dt = 0.01; 
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21    T_sil = 1 / alpha1; 
22    % T = 37.5; 
23    % u = 1.57 + zeros(1,T/dt); 
24    % load('u1_ramp_sigma_03.mat'); 
25    D = 0.1 / alpha1; 
26    u = 6.6 * alpha1/beta1 + zeros(1,D/dt); 
27    u = [u,zeros(1,T_sil/dt)]; 
28    T = numel(u) * dt; 
29     
30    figure 
31    plot(0:dt:(numel(u)-1)*dt, u,'b','LineWidth',2); 
32    ax = gca; 
33    ax.FontSize = 20; 
34    xlabel('Time(ms)','FontSize',20); 
35    ylabel('Input','FontSize',20); 
36    xlim([0,numel(u)*dt]); 
37     
38    [ N1_Sp, N2_Sp, Spike_Time, V1_Trace, V2_Trace ] = 
New_Euler_Maruyama_Sample( alpha1, beta1, alpha2, beta2, sigma, Vth, 
Pth, u, dt); 
39    figure 
40    plot(0:dt:T,V1_Trace,'k',0:dt:T,V2_Trace,'r','LineWidth',2); 
41    legend('V1','V2','FontSize',20); 
42    xlim([0,T]); 
43    ylim([-Vth,Vth+0.5]); 
44    hold on 
45    plot([0 T],[Vth Vth],'k--','LineWidth',2); 
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46    hold on 
47    for i = 1:T/dt+1 
48        if Spike_Time(i) == 1 
49            scatter((i-1)*dt, Vth+0.1, 80, 'k','filled'); 
50            hold on 
51        elseif Spike_Time(i) == 2 
52            scatter((i-1)*dt, Vth+0.1, 80, 'r','filled'); 
53            hold on 
54        elseif Spike_Time(i) == 3 
55            scatter((i-1)*dt, Vth+0.1, 80, 'k','filled'); 
56            hold on 
57            scatter((i-1)*dt, Vth+0.2, 80, 'r','filled'); 
58            hold on 
59        end 
60    end 
61    ax = gca; 
62    ax.FontSize = 20; 
63    xlabel('Time(ms)','FontSize',20); 
64    ylabel('Membrane Potential','FontSize',20); 
 
Singel_Pulse_SDE_Simulation_Statistics.m. This function does statistics of spike 
outcomes for every fully controllable neuron pairs in a stochastic controllability map. 
1     sigma = 0.2; 
2     Vth = 1;  
3     V_ = -4; 
4     Pth = 0.9; 
5     alpha1 = 1; 
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6     beta1 = 1; 
7     Iter_Num = 100; 
8     Silence_Duration_max = 15; 
9     dt = 0.01; 
10     
11    alpha2_min = 0.02; 
12    alpha2_max = 1; 
13    beta2_min = 0.02; 
14    beta2_max = 1; 
15    da2 = 0.02; 
16    db2 = 0.02; 
17    alpha2 = alpha2_min:da2:alpha2_max; 
18    beta2 = beta2_min:db2:beta2_max; 
19     
20    n = numel(alpha2); 
21    m = numel(beta2); 
22     
23    load('Seq_Contr_Maps_Sigmas_0204_ref.mat'); 
24     
25    Num_NeuPairs = 0; 
26     
27    for i = 1:n 
28        for j = 1:m 
29            if (Seq_Contr_Maps_Sigmas_0204_ref(j,i,1) == 1) 
30                Num_NeuPairs = Num_NeuPairs + 1; 
31            end 
32        end 
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33    end 
34     
35    V1_S1_D1_PS = cell(1,Num_NeuPairs); 
36    V2_S1_D1_PS = cell(1,Num_NeuPairs); 
37    Spk_Time_S1_D1_PS = cell(1,Num_NeuPairs); 
38    V1_S2_D2_PS = cell(1,Num_NeuPairs); 
39    V2_S2_D2_PS = cell(1,Num_NeuPairs); 
40    Spk_Time_S2_D2_PS = cell(1,Num_NeuPairs); 
41    ALPHA2_PS = cell(1,Num_NeuPairs); 
42    BETA2_PS = cell(1,Num_NeuPairs); 
43     
44    N1_Sp_N2_sigma_02_PS = zeros(m,n); 
45    N1_Sp_N1_0_sigma_02_PS = zeros(m,n); 
46    N1_Sp_N1_1_sigma_02_PS = zeros(m,n); 
47    N1_Sp_N1_2_sigma_02_PS = zeros(m,n); 
48    N1_Sp_N1_3_sigma_02_PS = zeros(m,n);% N1 is spike neuron, N1 
fires more than twice 
49    N2_Sp_N1_sigma_02_PS = zeros(m,n); 
50    N2_Sp_N2_0_sigma_02_PS = zeros(m,n); 
51    N2_Sp_N2_1_sigma_02_PS = zeros(m,n); 
52    N2_Sp_N2_2_sigma_02_PS = zeros(m,n); 
53    N2_Sp_N2_3_sigma_02_PS = zeros(m,n); 
54     
55    Indx_NeuPairs = 0; 
56     
57    load('P_N1_NOT_N2_SD_Sigmas_0204_ref.mat'); 
58    load('P_N2_NOT_N1_SD_Sigmas_0204_ref.mat'); 
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59     
60    for i = 1:m 
61        for j = 1:n 
62            if (Seq_Contr_Maps_Sigmas_0204_ref(i,j,1) == 1) 
63                 
64                P_N1_NOT_N2 = P_N1_NOT_N2_SD_Sigmas_0204_ref{i,j,1}; 
65                [M,I] = max(P_N1_NOT_N2(:)); 
66                [I_row, I_col] = ind2sub(size(P_N1_NOT_N2),I); 
67     
68                S1 = 0.1 * I_row; 
69                D1 = 0.1 * I_col; 
70                 
71                P_N2_NOT_N1 = P_N2_NOT_N1_SD_Sigmas_0204_ref{i,j,1}; 
72                [M,I] = max(P_N2_NOT_N1(:)); 
73                [I_row, I_col] = ind2sub(size(P_N2_NOT_N1),I); 
74                 
75                S2 = 0.1 * I_row; 
76                D2 = 0.1 * I_col; 
77                 
78                u1 = S1 + zeros(1,round(D1/dt)); 
79                u2 = S2 + zeros(1,round(D2/dt)); 
80                 
81                Silence_Duration = 3 / alpha2(j); 
82                Silence_Duration = 
min(Silence_Duration,Silence_Duration_max); 
83                 
84                u1 = [u1, zeros(1,round(Silence_Duration/dt))]; 
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85                u2 = [u2, zeros(1,round(Silence_Duration/dt))]; 
86                 
87                v1_s1_d1 = zeros(Iter_Num, numel(u1)+1); 
88                v2_s1_d1 = zeros(Iter_Num, numel(u1)+1); 
89                sp_time_s1_d1 = zeros(Iter_Num, numel(u1)+1); 
90                 
91                v1_s2_d2 = zeros(Iter_Num, numel(u2)+1); 
92                v2_s2_d2 = zeros(Iter_Num, numel(u2)+1); 
93                sp_time_s2_d2 = zeros(Iter_Num, numel(u2)+1); 
94                 
95                Indx_NeuPairs = Indx_NeuPairs + 1; 
96                 
97                ALPHA2_PS{1,Indx_NeuPairs} = alpha2(j); 
98                BETA2_PS{1,Indx_NeuPairs} = beta2(i); 
99                 
100               for k = 1:Iter_Num 
101                   [ N1_Sp, N2_Sp, Spike_Time, V1_Trace, V2_Trace ] 
= New_Euler_Maruyama_Sample( alpha1, beta1, alpha2(j), beta2(i), sigma, 
Vth, Pth, u1, dt); 
102                    
103                   v1_s1_d1(k,:) = V1_Trace; 
104                   v2_s1_d1(k,:) = V2_Trace; 
105                   sp_time_s1_d1(k,:) = Spike_Time; 
106                    
107                   if (sum(Spike_Time == 2) > 0) || (sum(Spike_Time 
== 3) > 0) 
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108                       N1_Sp_N2_sigma_02_PS(i,j) = 
N1_Sp_N2_sigma_02_PS(i,j) + 1; 
109                   elseif sum(Spike_Time == 1) == 0 
110                       N1_Sp_N1_0_sigma_02_PS(i,j) = 
N1_Sp_N1_0_sigma_02_PS(i,j) + 1; 
111                   elseif sum(Spike_Time == 1) == 1 
112                       N1_Sp_N1_1_sigma_02_PS(i,j) = 
N1_Sp_N1_1_sigma_02_PS(i,j) + 1; 
113                   elseif sum(Spike_Time == 1) == 2 
114                       N1_Sp_N1_2_sigma_02_PS(i,j) = 
N1_Sp_N1_2_sigma_02_PS(i,j) + 1; 
115                   elseif sum(Spike_Time == 1) > 2 
116                       N1_Sp_N1_3_sigma_02_PS(i,j) = 
N1_Sp_N1_3_sigma_02_PS(i,j) + 1; 
117                   end 
118                    
119                   [ N1_Sp, N2_Sp, Spike_Time, V1_Trace, V2_Trace ] 
= New_Euler_Maruyama_Sample( alpha1, beta1, alpha2(j), beta2(i), sigma, 
Vth, Pth, u2, dt); 
120                    
121                   v1_s2_d2(k,:) = V1_Trace; 
122                   v2_s2_d2(k,:) = V2_Trace; 
123                   sp_time_s2_d2(k,:) = Spike_Time; 
124                    
125                   if (sum(Spike_Time == 1) > 0) || (sum(Spike_Time 
== 3) > 0) 
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126                       N2_Sp_N1_sigma_02_PS(i,j) = 
N2_Sp_N1_sigma_02_PS(i,j) + 1; 
127                   elseif sum(Spike_Time == 2) == 0 
128                       N2_Sp_N2_0_sigma_02_PS(i,j) = 
N2_Sp_N2_0_sigma_02_PS(i,j) + 1; 
129                   elseif sum(Spike_Time == 2) == 1 
130                       N2_Sp_N2_1_sigma_02_PS(i,j) = 
N2_Sp_N2_1_sigma_02_PS(i,j) + 1; 
131                   elseif sum(Spike_Time == 2) == 2 
132                       N2_Sp_N2_2_sigma_02_PS(i,j) = 
N2_Sp_N2_2_sigma_02_PS(i,j) + 1; 
133                   elseif sum(Spike_Time == 2) > 2 
134                       N2_Sp_N2_3_sigma_02_PS(i,j) = 
N2_Sp_N2_3_sigma_02_PS(i,j) + 1; 
135                   end 
136                    
137                   
save('N1_Sp_N2_sigma_02_PS.mat','N1_Sp_N2_sigma_02_PS'); 
138                   
save('N1_Sp_N1_0_sigma_02_PS.mat','N1_Sp_N1_0_sigma_02_PS'); 
139                   
save('N1_Sp_N1_1_sigma_02_PS.mat','N1_Sp_N1_1_sigma_02_PS'); 
140                   
save('N1_Sp_N1_2_sigma_02_PS.mat','N1_Sp_N1_2_sigma_02_PS'); 




142                   
save('N2_Sp_N1_sigma_02_PS.mat','N2_Sp_N1_sigma_02_PS'); 
143                   
save('N2_Sp_N2_0_sigma_02_PS.mat','N2_Sp_N2_0_sigma_02_PS'); 
144                   
save('N2_Sp_N2_1_sigma_02_PS.mat','N2_Sp_N2_1_sigma_02_PS'); 
145                   
save('N2_Sp_N2_2_sigma_02_PS.mat','N2_Sp_N2_2_sigma_02_PS'); 
146                   
save('N2_Sp_N2_3_sigma_02_PS.mat','N2_Sp_N2_3_sigma_02_PS'); 
147               end 
148               V1_S1_D1_PS{1,Indx_NeuPairs} = v1_s1_d1; 
149               V2_S1_D1_PS{1,Indx_NeuPairs} = v2_s1_d1; 
150               Spk_Time_S1_D1_PS{1,Indx_NeuPairs} = sp_time_s1_d1; 
151               V1_S2_D2_PS{1,Indx_NeuPairs} = v1_s2_d2; 
152               V2_S2_D2_PS{1,Indx_NeuPairs} = v2_s2_d2; 
153               Spk_Time_S2_D2_PS{1,Indx_NeuPairs} = sp_time_s2_d2; 
154                
155               save('V1_S1_D1_PS.mat','V1_S1_D1_PS'); 
156               save('V2_S1_D1_PS.mat','V2_S1_D1_PS'); 
157               save('Spk_Time_S1_D1_PS.mat','Spk_Time_S1_D1_PS'); 
158               save('V1_S2_D2_PS.mat','V1_S2_D2_PS'); 
159               save('V2_S2_D2_PS.mat','V2_S2_D2_PS'); 
160               save('Spk_Time_S2_D2_PS.mat','Spk_Time_S2_D2_PS'); 
161               save('ALPHA2_PS.mat','ALPHA2_PS'); 
162               save('BETA2_PS.mat','BETA2_PS'); 
163                
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164                
165           end 
166           disp('i = '); 
167           disp(i); 
168           disp('j = '); 
169           disp(j); 
170       end 
171   end 
172    
173   N1_Sp_N2_sigma_02_PS = N1_Sp_N2_sigma_02_PS / Iter_Num; 
174   N1_Sp_N1_0_sigma_02_PS = N1_Sp_N1_0_sigma_02_PS / Iter_Num; 
175   N1_Sp_N1_1_sigma_02_PS = N1_Sp_N1_1_sigma_02_PS / Iter_Num; 
176   N1_Sp_N1_2_sigma_02_PS = N1_Sp_N1_2_sigma_02_PS / Iter_Num; 
177   N1_Sp_N1_3_sigma_02_PS = N1_Sp_N1_3_sigma_02_PS / Iter_Num; 
178    
179   N2_Sp_N1_sigma_02_PS = N2_Sp_N1_sigma_02_PS / Iter_Num; 
180   N2_Sp_N2_0_sigma_02_PS = N2_Sp_N2_0_sigma_02_PS / Iter_Num; 
181   N2_Sp_N2_1_sigma_02_PS = N2_Sp_N2_1_sigma_02_PS / Iter_Num; 
182   N2_Sp_N2_2_sigma_02_PS = N2_Sp_N2_2_sigma_02_PS / Iter_Num; 
183   N2_Sp_N2_3_sigma_02_PS = N2_Sp_N2_3_sigma_02_PS / Iter_Num; 
184    
185   save('N1_Sp_N2_sigma_02_PS.mat','N1_Sp_N2_sigma_02_PS'); 
186   save('N1_Sp_N1_0_sigma_02_PS.mat','N1_Sp_N1_0_sigma_02_PS'); 
187   save('N1_Sp_N1_1_sigma_02_PS.mat','N1_Sp_N1_1_sigma_02_PS'); 
188   save('N1_Sp_N1_2_sigma_02_PS.mat','N1_Sp_N1_2_sigma_02_PS'); 
189   save('N1_Sp_N1_3_sigma_02_PS.mat','N1_Sp_N1_3_sigma_02_PS'); 
190   save('N2_Sp_N1_sigma_02_PS.mat','N2_Sp_N1_sigma_02_PS'); 
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191   save('N2_Sp_N2_0_sigma_02_PS.mat','N2_Sp_N2_0_sigma_02_PS'); 
192   save('N2_Sp_N2_1_sigma_02_PS.mat','N2_Sp_N2_1_sigma_02_PS'); 
193   save('N2_Sp_N2_2_sigma_02_PS.mat','N2_Sp_N2_2_sigma_02_PS'); 
194   save('N2_Sp_N2_3_sigma_02_PS.mat','N2_Sp_N2_3_sigma_02_PS'); 
 
New_Input_Generator.m. This function gets the ramp input strategy for a neuron pair and 
decide whether this ramp input can help the target neuron spiking alone. 
1     function [ ut,dt,N1_Sp ] = New_Input_Generator( 
alpha1,beta1,alpha2,beta2,epsilon,sigma,Vth,V_,P_th ) 
2     %UNTITLED Summary of this function goes here 
3     %   Detailed explanation goes here 
4     %% Define parameters  
5     dt = 0.01; 
6     dx = 0.01; 
7      
8     n = (alpha2/beta2)/(alpha1/beta1) - epsilon; 
9     c = (alpha2*beta1 - alpha1*beta2*n)/(beta2*n - beta1); 
10    v1_init = 0.01; 
11    T = 30; 
12    V1 = 0; 
13     
14    while V1(end) <= Vth 
15        [t,y] = ode45(@(t,y) c*y, [0 T], v1_init); 
16        V1 = y; 
17        T = T + 10; 
18    end 
19     
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20    ut = (alpha2 - alpha1)/(beta2*n - beta1)*V1; 
21    if (dx > (sigma^2)/(-alpha2*V_+beta2*ut(end))) && (dt > 
(4*dx^2)/(dx*(-alpha2*V_+beta2*ut(end))-sigma^2)) 
22        dt = 0.8*(4*dx^2)/(dx*(-alpha2*V_+beta2*ut(end))-sigma^2); 
23        dt = round(dt,4); 
24    end 
25    new_t = 0:dt:t(end); 
26    ut = interp1(t,ut,new_t,'spline'); 
27     
28    N1_Sp = 0; 
29     
30    [ N1_Sp_Pro ] = New_Fokker_Spike_Solver( 
alpha1,beta1,sigma,Vth,V_,ut,dt ); 
31    [ N2_Sp_Pro ] = New_Fokker_Spike_Solver( 
alpha2,beta2,sigma,Vth,V_,ut,dt ); 
32     
33    Pro_Crit = N1_Sp_Pro.*(1-N2_Sp_Pro); 
34    N1_Sp = sum(Pro_Crit >= P_th); 
35     
36    if N1_Sp > 0 
37        N1_Sp = 1; 
38    end 
39     
40    if N1_Sp == 1 
41        I = find(Pro_Crit >= P_th,1); 
42    end 
43     
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44    if N1_Sp == 0 
45        [M,I] = max(Pro_Crit); 
46    end 
47     
48    ut = ut(1:I); 
49     
50     
51    end 
 
 PWC_RUN.m. This function iterates single pulse uncontrollable pairs and decides which 
neuron pair can be saved by ramp input strategy. 
1      
2     alpha_nom = 1; 
3     beta_nom = 1; 
4     sigma = 0.2; 
5     Vth = 1; 
6     V_ = -4; 
7     P_th = 0.9; 
8     Epsilon_Rat = 0.1; 
9      
10    alpha2_min = 0.02; 
11    alpha2_max = 1; 
12    beta2_min = 0.02; 
13    beta2_max = 1; 
14    da2 = 0.02; 
15    db2 = 0.02; 
16    alpha2 = alpha2_min:da2:alpha2_max; 
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17    beta2 = beta2_min:db2:beta2_max; 
18     
19    n = numel(alpha2); 
20    m = numel(beta2); 
21     
22    % load('Seq_Contr_Maps_Sigmas_0204.mat'); 
23    load('Seq_Contr_Maps_Sigmas_0204_ref.mat'); 
24    PWC_U = cell(m,n); 
25    PWC_dt = cell(m,n); 
26    % load('PWC_U.mat'); 
27    % load('PWC_dt.mat'); 
28     
29    for i = 1:m 
30        for j = 1:n 
31            b2 = beta2(i); 
32            a2 = alpha2(j); 
33            a2b2_rat = a2 / b2; 
34            if (b2 < beta_nom) && (a2 < alpha_nom) && (a2b2_rat < 1) 
&& (Seq_Contr_Maps_Sigmas_0204_ref (i,j,1) == 2) 
35                 
36                epson = Epsilon_Rat * (1/a2b2_rat - 1); 
37                 
38                [ ut,dt,N1_Sp ] = New_Input_Generator( 
a2,b2,alpha_nom,beta_nom,epson,sigma,Vth,V_,P_th );%target Neuron's 
alpha,beta put first two positions 
39                 
40                if N1_Sp == 1 
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41                    for k = i:m 
42                        for h = 1:j 
43                            if Seq_Contr_Maps_Sigmas_0204_ref (k,h,1) 
== 2 
44                                 
45                                Seq_Contr_Maps_Sigmas_0204_ref 
(k,h,1) = 5; %Neuron 2 controllable 
46                                PWC_U{k,h} = ut; 
47                                PWC_dt{k,h} = dt; 
48                                 
49                            end 
50                        end 
51                    end 
52                elseif N1_Sp == 0 
53                    for k = 1:i 
54                        for h = j:n 
55                            if Seq_Contr_Maps_Sigmas_0204_ref (k,h,1) 
== 2 
56                                 
57                                Seq_Contr_Maps_Sigmas_0204_ref 
(k,h,1) = 22; % same as 2, only Neuron 1 controllable 
58                                 
59                            end 
60                        end 
61                    end 
62                end 
63            end 
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64             
65            
save('Seq_Contr_Maps_Sigmas_0204_ref.mat','Seq_Contr_Maps_Sigmas_0204_r
ef'); 
66            save('PWC_U.mat','PWC_U'); 
67            save('PWC_dt.mat','PWC_dt'); 
68            disp('i = '); 
69            disp(i); 
70            disp('j = '); 
71            disp(j); 
72        end 
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